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 I. INTRODUCTION
 T he early recognition of Ptolemy's major astronomical writings, the
 Almagest (or Syntaxis, finished between A.D. 147 and 161)' and the
 later Handy Tables, has become a commonplace in histories of ancient
 astronomy. As Neugebauer writes, "The eminence of these works, in partic-
 ular the Almagest, had been evident already to Ptolemy's contemporaries. This
 caused an almost total obliteration of the prehistory of the Ptolemaic as-
 tronomy.'2 Certainly by the fourth century, when Pappus and Theon of Alex-
 andria wrote huge didactic commentaries on Ptolemy's works, the writings
 of even his greatest predecessor, Hipparchus (fl. ca. 150-130 B.C.), were
 relegated to merely antiquarian status, and already some of these seem to
 have become scarce even in Alexandria. As for those who followed Hipparchus,
 and whom Ptolemy dismisses with contemptuous allusions or still more dis-
 dainful silence, it is only through a handful of contemporary testimonia that
 some meager knowledge of their works - indeed of their very names - is
 preserved. But the crucial century and a half between Ptolemy and Pappus,
 during which Ptolemy's works were first circulated and gained preeminence,
 is for mathematical astronomy as nearly barren of documents as the three
 centuries between Hipparchus and Ptolemy.
 The fragmentary text with which this monograph is concerned casts some
 light on both these murky periods. Apparently written in the early third cen-
 tury, it shows how Ptolemy's works had already begun to be expounded, criti-
 cized, and even revised within half a century of their publication. Moreover
 it preserves quotations from Artemidorus, a still earlier critic of Ptolemy's
 innovations, and Apollinarius, a prominent astronomer from the time before
 Ptolemy.
 The fragment was discovered by the editors of the Catalogus Codicum As-
 trologorum Graecorum in the thirteenth-century manuscript Par. gr. 2841 and
 its sixteenth-century copy Par. gr. 2415; an edition by F. Cumont was included
 in their eighth volume in 1911.3 Although Cumont made some necessary
 emendations to the very corrupt text, and incorporated several more that J. L.
 Heiberg communicated to him, his edition still goes only part of the way
 toward restoring the fragment, and hardly at all toward explicating it.
 Moreover, it was prepared and printed carelessly.4 Historians have thus had
 to struggle with a text that for the most part makes no astronomical, or even
 1 See Toomer in Almagest [Toomer], 1.
 2 Neugebauer, HAMA, 5.
 3 CCAG vol. 8 part 2, 125-34. Cumont is credited with the edition only in the corrigenda
 (p. 178); as a result, it has sometimes been mistakenly ascribed to the volume's editor, C. E. Ruelle.
 4 The textual apparatus is entirely untrustworthy. On p. 133, for example, ten lines of ap-
 paratus contain four mislineations, three wrong readings of the manuscript, two redundant notes
 referring to the same word, and an irrelevant scrap of elementary paleographical notes.
 1
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 2 PTOLEMY'S FIRST COMMENTATOR
 grammatical, sense. Not surprisingly, therefore, little has been written about
 the fragment since 1911.5
 This monograph provides the first translation and complete annotation of
 the fragment, in order to make its contents more accessible and intelligible,
 and to correlate them to what we know from other ancient sources. I include
 also a new edition of the Greek text, based on a fresh transcription of Par.
 gr. 2841 and incorporating more than fifty new editorial corrections.
 1. Contents and Genre of the Fragment
 As it is preserved in Par. gr. 2841 the fragment begins abruptly in mid-
 sentence, and while it ends with the end of a sentence, the contents indicate
 that more must once have existed. The sequence of topics is as follows:
 1 ??1-7 On the periods of lunar mean motions used by Kedenas,
 Hipparchus, and Ptolemy.
 2 ? ?8-14 On the relative lengths of the synodic, draconitic,
 anomalistic, and sidereal months.
 3 ? ?15-18 On the moon's latitude.
 4 ? ?19-26 On the moon's anomaly. Return to topic 2.
 5 ? ?27-33 Quotation from Artemidorus on Ptolemy's mean motions.
 6 ? ?34-46 On a discrepancy between the Almagest and Handy Tables,
 with a computed example for A.D. 213.
 7 ? ?47-53 On the mean motion tables in the Handy Tables.
 8 ? ?54-55 On the table of lunar anomaly in the Handy Tables.
 9 ? ?56-63 On the names of the mean motions.
 10 ? ?64-88 Quotation from Apollinarius on the lunar periods.
 11 ? ?89-93 Return to topic 9. Return to topic 8?
 We know from references in the text that when complete it also discussed
 the tables for solar longitudes in the Handy Tables -but apparently not the
 solar and lunar tables in the Almagest- (cf. ? ?47-53), the theory of the sun's
 motion (cf. ?15), probably also Ptolemy's lunar model (cf. ?20), and eclipses
 (cf. ?59). In sum, we seem to have an excerpt from a commentary on the Handy
 Tables, explaining, though not very well, both their use and their theoretical
 basis in the Almagest and earlier astronomy. Although there were several
 manuals in antiquity describing how to use the Handy Tables (starting with
 Ptolemy's own), the only other attempt that we know of to set out the theo-
 retical derivation of the tables is Theon's Greater Commentary on the Handy
 Tables.6
 Whereas Theon's commentary is immediately recognizable as a highly or-
 ganized literary treatise, the genre of the work from which our fragment comes
 5 Most notable are Rome [1931,1] and [1931,21. See also Neugebauer, HAMA, 948-49, and
 Jones [1983], 30-33.
 6 Theon, GC (only Book I of three and a fraction extant books has been edited so far). Theon
 writes in his preface (p. 94) that his undertaking was unprecedented.
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 INTRODUCTION 3
 is less obvious. The order of its exposition is digressive to the point of confu-
 sion, and the assumed level of technical competence is far from consistent.
 To take one conspicuous example, a lunar longitude is computed in ??34-46
 although the procedure for carrying this out cannot yet have been explained.
 The author also shows a too great readiness to plunder other writers when
 he wishes to explain some important point, as when he passes on the burden
 of describing Ptolemy's innovations in lunar theory to the muddled and per-
 haps hostile Artemidorus, or when, to clarify the nomenclature of Ptolemy's
 lunar mean motions, he extracts from the works of Apollinarius page after
 page of contorted disquisition on the lunar periods, replete with expressions
 and concepts foreign to Ptolemy. It may be, then, that we are reading a draft
 of an unfinished work, or the class notes of a student (whose teacher may
 be alluded to in ?40 and ?44).
 2. Date
 The example in ? ?36-45 of a computation for 24 April, A.D. 213 probably
 indicates when the fragment was written, since ancient and medieval as-
 tronomers almost always, and quite naturally, picked examples with dates near
 the time of writing to illustrate their computations.7 Rome was uncertain
 whether this computation was not part of the passage quoted from an other-
 wise unknown writer named Artemidorus, which begins at ?288; it would
 then supply Artemidorus' approximate date, and thus only a terminus post
 quem for the date of the fragment. There is, however, no topical connection,
 or only the most tenuous, between Artemidorus' criticism of Ptolemy's al-
 legedly inconsistent handling of the lunar mean motions in the Almagest (? ?28-
 32) and the ensuing demonstration and justification of a different discrepancy
 between lunar longitudes computed according to the tables in the Almagest
 and the Handy Tables.9 Suppose that these two topics had been discussed
 consecutively by Artemidorus: then the author of our fragment, having occa-
 sion to quote Artemidorus on the first topic, would hardly, one would think,
 go on copying after the subject had changed.10 On the other hand, such
 abrupt transitions of subject occur elsewhere in our fragment, and seem to
 be a habit of its author or a consequence of the way in which the commentary
 was compiled. For this reason, I believe that our fragment itself was written
 about 213, and that Artemidorus therefore wrote shortly before this date.
 7 A rare exception is found in Theon's commentary on the Almagest, Book 3 (Rome, CA vol.
 2, 907) and the recently discovered Book 5 (Tihon [19871). Theon demonstrates how to calculate
 the sun's and moon's longitude for a date in A.D. 323, long before Theon's career (ca. 360-380).
 These two passages seem to be excerpted from a freestanding computation of the positions of
 sun, moon, and planets for that date according to the Almagest and Handy Tables, composed
 perhaps by Pappus (fl. ca. 320) -or maybe it is Theon's own horoscope?
 8 Rome [1931,21, 111-12.
 9 The inferential partical that connects these passages (in ?34) in the CCAG text is a mistaken
 insertion by Heiberg.
 10 But see the quotation from Apollinarius, ??64-88, which unquestionably goes on longer
 than our author needs.
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 4 PTOLEMY'S FIRST COMMENTATOR
 But even if this computation was taken from the work of Artemidorus or
 some other earlier follower of Ptolemy, the fragment could not have been com-
 posed at a much later time. A dating to about 213, within half a century of
 Ptolemy's own career, is consistent with the author's familiarity with pre-
 Ptolemaic writings and terminology: the commentators of the fourth and later
 centuries, to judge by the several extant examples, would not readily have
 turned to the obsolete work of Apollinarius for definitions of basic terms,
 and they pointedly eschewed such non-Ptolemaic expressions as "depth" (ba-
 thos) for a planet's motion in anomaly. Greco-Egyptian papyri from the third
 century similarly testify that at this time pre-Ptolemaic and Ptolemaic methods
 and data were competing, sometimes being found together in one docu-
 ment.11 From the fourth century on, at least in such culturally central places
 as Egypt and Constantinople, Ptolemy's tables and variations on them seem
 to have become the exclusive tools of all who would calculate the motions
 of the heavenly bodies, from the teacher of philosophy to the professional
 astrologer.12
 3. Models, Periods, and Tables
 Our fragment touches on many aspects of the pre-Ptolemaic and Ptolemaic
 theories and tables for solar and lunar motion, but in a haphazard and often
 allusive way. Brief explanations of some of these elements are given in this
 section.
 a) Notation. Except for degrees, minutes, and seconds of arc, sexagesimal
 fractions are expressed here in the standard modern notation, in which a semi-
 colon follows the integer part, and commas separate the fractional digits. Thus
 13;10,35 = 13 60 + 3600
 b) Ptolemy's solar model.13 Ptolemy's theory of the sun's motion, which
 was substantially the same as Hipparchus, is discussed only incidentally in
 the extant fragment. It is sufficient to observe that, for Ptolemy, the sun moves
 with uniform speed along a circle that is slightly eccentric with respect to the
 earth and inclined at an angle of 230 51' with respect to the plane of the equator
 (Fig. 1).
 The ecliptic, that is the projection of the sun's eccentric circle on the celes-
 tial sphere, is a great circle intersecting the celestial equator in the two equinoc-
 tial points (Aries 00 and Libra 00). The apsidal line through the earth and
 the center of the sun's eccenter is fixed with respect to the equinoctial points.
 The sun's longitude (X), like all celestial longitudes, is reckoned from the vernal
 equinoctial point, Aries 00. The "mean sun" (X), which is the longitude that
 the sun would appear to occupy if observed from the center of the sun's path,
 will be significant for Ptolemy's lunar model.
 1 See Almagest [Toomer], 2 note 2, and Neugebauer, HAMA, 808-13 and 944-48.
 12 See Neugebauer, HAMA, 973-75 and 1055-58.
 13 Neugebauer, HAMA, 53-61.
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 cquator
 Figure 1. Eccentric model for solar motion (oblique view from north, not to scale)
 c) The Hipparchian lunar model.14 Hipparchus' theory of the moon as-
 sumed a simple epicyclic model for its motion, although it is possible that
 Hipparchus himself came to be aware that such a model could not yield con-
 sistently accurate predictions of lunar positions.15 The moon (Fig. 2) is as-
 sumed to travel uniformly along a circle, the "epicycle," whose center travels
 uniformly in the opposite direction along a "deferent" circle concentric with
 the earth. The plane that contains these circles is inclined at a fixed angle of
 50 with respect to the plane of the ecliptic; their intersections, the lunar nodes,
 make a slow uniform retrograde motion about the ecliptic. The node through
 which the moon passes as it moves northward across the ecliptic is called the
 "ascending" node, the other the "descending," and the point of the deferent
 halfway between the ascending and descending nodes is called the "northern
 limit." The moon's mean (X) and true (X) longitudes are reckoned from Aries
 00, ignoring the inclination of the moon's plane with respect to the ecliptic.
 d) The period relations.16 The three uniform motions in this epicyclic lunar
 model are the motion of the epicycle along the deferent, that of the moon
 along the epicycle, and that of the nodes along the ecliptic. These uniform
 (or"mean") motions account for three conspicuous periodic phenomena in
 the moon's apparent motion: its longitudinal revolutions through the zodi-
 acal signs, the fluctuations of its apparent speed, and its latitudinal devia-
 14 Neugebauer, HAMA, 68-69 and 315.
 15 An eccentric model (like the sun's, but with the center of the eccenter revolving about the
 earth) can be made to produce geometrically identical results to the epicyclic model. Hipparchus
 seems to have wavered between the two models. For simplicity's sake only the epicyclic model
 will be considered here. On Hipparchus' possible doubts, see Toomer's note, Almagest [Toomerl,
 217 note 2.
 16 Neugebauer, HAMA, 308-12 and 523, and Toomer [19801.
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 Figure 2. Hipparchus' epicyclic model for lunar motion (oblique view from north, not to scale)
 tions from the ecliptic. The periods of these phenomena are respectively the
 sidereal month (called "longitudinal revolution" in our text), the anomalistic
 month (or "restitution in anomaly"), and the draconitic month (or "restitu-
 tion in latitude"); to which may be added the synodic month (called simply
 "month" in our text), which is the interval between the moon's successive con-
 junctions or oppositions with the sun. Except for the anomalistic month, which
 (so far as ancient astronomy knew) is constant, these periods vary slightly
 in length because of the moon's changing speed.
 The mean relative lengths of these various months can be approximated
 by establishing some interval of time in which very nearly an integer number
 of each kind of month is completed. One such period relation,
 (1) 223 syn. m. = 239 anom. m.
 = 242 drac. m.
 = 241 long. rev. + 10 232
 is called the "periodic" (periodikos) by Ptolemy (Almagest IV 2), who ascribes
 it to the "even more ancient" astronomers. In fact relation (1) is a component
 of Babylonian lunar theory, and it was known to Greek astronomers perhaps
 as early as Aristarchus, that is in the early third century B.C.17 Because it will
 bring the moon from a situation of lunar eclipse (opposition with the sun
 while near a node) back to the same situation, relation (1) is an eclipse period:
 the pattern of occurrences of lunar eclipses will nearly repeat after 223 syn-
 odic months.
 17 Neugebauer, HAMA, 603-604, summarizing work of P. Tannery [18881. Period (1) is often
 referred to as the "Saros" in modern discussions, although the application of this name is histori-
 cally inaccurate. In early Greek astronomy the quantities in this relation were tripled to make
 a period called the exeligmos ("turn of the wheel"). The longitudinal component in relation (1)
 is not attested in Babylonian texts, and so may be a Greek innovation.
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 A more accurate relation relating only the synodic and anomalistic month,
 (2) 251 syn. m. = 269 anom. m.,
 was known to Hipparchus; it too was originally Babylonian. In order to verify
 the accuracy of relation (2), Hipparchus took the smallest multiple (by 17)
 of these intervals that would bring the moon roughly from a node to a node,
 so that lunar eclipses could be repeated at this longer interval. Incorporating
 other Babylonian values for the length of the year in synodic months and the
 length of the synodic month in days, he finally obtained the relation:
 (3) 126007 days + 1 hour = 4267 syn. m.
 = 4573 anom. m.
 = 4612 long. rev. - 72
 which he was able to show to be accurate by comparing pairs of observed
 lunar eclipses at this interval. By a similar method, Hipparchus also confirmed
 to his satisfaction another Babylonian period relation,
 (4) 5458 syn. m. = 5923 drac. m.,
 so that he was able to determine accurate periods for all three of the uniform
 motions in his lunar model.
 That this is what Hipparchus actually did, has been deduced only during
 this century from the newly accessible Babylonian astronomical texts and
 careful scrutiny of the information that Ptolemy gives in the Almagest.18
 Ptolemy's account in Almagest IV, 2, which the opening of our fragment
 paraphrases, gives only a compressed and distorted version that implies that
 Hipparchus first determined relation (3) from observations, and that his values
 for the lengths of the synodic and anomalistic months, as well as relation (2),
 followed from it. Ptolemy himself adopted the mean motions derivable from
 (2) and (3) with slight corrections to which our fragment alludes (see also sec-
 tion 4 below).
 e) Ptolemy's lunar model.19 Ptolemy's lunar theory incorporates a major
 modification of the epicyclic model, in order to correct the inaccurate lunar
 positions that it predicted. The discrepancy, as Ptolemy shows, could be ex-
 plained as an increase in the anomalistic variation of the moon's apparent
 motion when the moon is not in conjunction or opposition with the sun. In
 the Ptolemaic epicycle-and-eccenter model (Fig. 3), the moon's deferent circle
 no longer has the earth for center; instead its center revolves uniformly around
 a new circle centered on the earth, in the opposite direction to the revolution
 of the moon's epicycle along the deferent. The angle between the epicycle's
 center and the deferent's center as seen from the earth is always to be twice
 the elongation ~i of the mean sun from the epicycle's center (the inclination
 of the moon's plane with respect to the ecliptic is ignored as negligible). This
 18 See Toomer [19801, developing discoveries by Kugler [1900] and Aaboe [1955].
 19 Neugebauer, HAMA, 84-93.
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 Figure 3. Ptolemy's model for lunar motion (view from north, not to scale)
 change in the model results in the epicycle's being at its greatest distance from
 the earth at both syzygies (f = 00 or 180?), while it comes closest to the
 earth near the quadratures with the sun ( = 900 or 2700), so that the ap-
 parent anomaly caused by the moon's revolving about the epicycle is greater
 near quadrature than near syzygy. The moon's motion along the epicycle is
 uniform, not (as in the Hipparchian model) with respect to the line joining
 the earth to the epicycle's center, but instead with respect to a line joining
 the epicycle's center to a moving point, on the concentric that bears the
 deferent's center, that is always diametrically opposite to the deferent's center.
 f) Ptolemy's solar and lunar tables.20 In both the Almagest and the Handy
 Tables Ptolemy sets out a pair of tables for computing the position of each
 of the sun, moon, and five planets. In the first table the uniform (or "mean")
 motions of the various components of the model are tabulated for the intervals
 of time out of which a given date is composed. These mean motions deter-
 mine the instantaneous geometrical disposition of the model. The second or
 "anomaly" table has columns of functions which are used to derive from the
 mean motions the planet's apparent position as seen from the earth.
 The mean motion tables share the same arrangement for each planet, al-
 though this arrangement is different in each of the two treatises. In the Almagest
 Ptolemy tabulates the increments in mean motion corresponding to a hier-
 archy of intervals: groups of eighteen Egyptian 365-day years, single years
 20 Neugebauer, HAMA, 55, 58-61, 93-98, and 983-89. A scientifically usable edition of the
 Handy Tables has yet to appear (N. Halma's rare edition, Paris: 1822-25, is hopelessly unreliable).
 I have used photographs of two ninth-century manuscripts: Vat. gr. 1291 (for which see Neuge-
 bauer, HAMA, 970-73 and 977-78) and Leid. B.P.G. 78.
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 INTRODUCTION 9
 (up to eighteen), Egyptian 30-day months, days (up to thirty), and equinoc-
 tial hours (up to twenty-four). The interval between a given date and the tables'
 epoch date (1 Nabonassar, month Thoth 1 = 26 February, 747 B.C.) is decom-
 posed into these intervals, and the sum of the increments in mean motion
 corresponding to each is added to the value for the epoch date in order to
 obtain the value for the given date. The Handy Tables use a different era,
 the era Philip (1 Philip, Thoth 1 = 12 November, 324 B.C.), and take as argu-
 ments the actual components of the date expressed in the Egyptian calendar,
 instead of the elapsed intervals. For example, to compute the mean motions
 using the Almagest tables for the date 960 Nabonassar, month Payni 28 at
 midnight, one adds to the epoch value the tabular entries for 810 (= 45.18)
 years, 144 years, 5 years, 270 (= 9.30) days, 27 days, and 12 hours. Using
 the Handy Tables for the equivalent date, 536 Philip, Payni 28, one adds the
 entries for 526 Philip (a base year, tabulated at 25-year intervals), 10 years,
 Payni, the 28th day, and 12 hours; the epoch value is already incorporated
 in the figure for the base year.
 The sun's eccentric model calls for a single mean motion and a single column
 in the anomaly table. In the Almagest the mean motion tabulated is the longi-
 tude of the mean sun (X). From this one subtracts the longitude of the ec-
 center's apogee, Gemini 5? 30', and enters the remainder, i.e., the mean elon-
 gation of the sun from the apogee, in the anomaly table to obtain the
 "equation." The equation is then added to (or subtracted from, depending on
 whether the mean elongation is more or less than 1800) the mean sun to yield
 the sun's true longitude (k). In the Handy Tables the mean elongation from
 the apogee is itself tabulated in the mean motion table; this can therefore be
 entered in the anomaly table directly to obtain the equation. The equation
 is added to, or subtracted from, the mean elongation, and the result is added
 to the longitude of the apogee to obtain the sun's true longitude.
 The moon's mean motion table in the Almagest tabulates four mean mo-
 tions (Fig. 4): the mean motion in longitude (k), in anomaly (a, measuring
 the moon's motion on its epicycle), in latitude (&c, the elongation of the mean
 moon from its northern limit, or "argument of latitude"), and the elongation
 of the mean moon from the mean sun (i).
 The anomaly table in the Almagest has four columns for computing the
 longitudinal equation, and one for the latitude. Let cl, C2, C3, C4, and C5 rep-
 resent the functions tabulated in these columns. We first find the "true anomaly"
 a, reckoned from the line through the earth and the epicycle's center:
 a = a ? cl(2fq),
 subtracting if the double elongation, 2%, is less than 180?, but otherwise
 adding. The equation c is then approximated by an interpolation between the
 extreme values c2(a) and c2(a) + c3(a), which are respectively valid at the
 greatest and least distances of the epicycle from the earth:
 C = c2(a) + c3(a) * C4(2T),
 The equation c is added to or subtracted from the mean longitude and mean
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 to mean
 sun
 northern
 to Aries 0?
 Figure 4. Mean motions in Ptolemy's lunar model
 motion in latitude, depending on whether the true anomaly is greater or less
 than 180?, to get the moon's true longitude (X) and true argument of latitude
 (X). The column for latitude in the anomaly table, C5, gives the latitude as
 a function of o.
 The Handy Tables differ from the Almagest in tabulating as the lunar mean
 motions the longitude of the apogee of the moon's eccenter (i.e., 2iA-X), the
 double elongation (2fj), the mean motion in anomaly (a), and the longitude
 of the northern limit. The order of the columns in the anomaly table is changed
 to Cl, C4, C2, C3, C5; but their use is not changed, except that the true longi-
 tude is obtained by adding the equation c to the double elongation 2ij, and
 subtracting from their sum the longitude of the eccenter's apogee (2fl-X);
 while the true longitude added to the longitude of the northern limit gives
 the argument of latitude.
 For an illustration of how solar and lunar longitudes are computed by both
 sets of tables, see the notes to ?36 below.
 4. Artemidorus
 Our fragment quotes two astronomical writers besides Ptolemy. ?27 in-
 troduces a passage from a work by a certain Artemidorus. No other ancient
 reference to this man is known.21 His date is fixed between Ptolemy's publi-
 cation of the Almagest, which was later than A.D. 147, and A.D. 213.
 21 There seems little point in identifying him with the Artemidorus mentioned by the astro-
 logical "Anonymous of'A.D. 379" as an authority on so-called 'Chaldean" theories of fixed-star
 phases (CCAG vol. 5 part 1, 204).
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 Artemidorus reveals himself in ? ?28-32 as a not very intelligent critic of
 Ptolemy's methodology in establishing his lunar theory in the Almagest.
 Ptolemy began by assuming the same period relations (3) and (4) that Hip-
 parchus had tested by comparing observations of lunar eclipses. On the basis
 of the mean motions derived from (3) and (4) and further eclipse observa-
 tions, Ptolemy determined the other necessary elements of a simple epicyclic
 lunar model, namely the relative dimensions of the deferent and epicycle, and
 the epochs of the mean motions. With these data, however, Ptolemy was able
 to show (Almagest IV, 7 and 9) that Hipparchus' mean motions in anomaly
 and latitude required very slight corrections. Ptolemy was aware that it would
 not be strictly legitimate to assume his corrected mean motions at the start
 of a line of mathematical reasoning that led to these very corrections, and
 so in his working out of the dimensions of the lunar model from eclipse ob-
 servations in IV, 6, he uses the Hipparchian mean motions, while taking care
 to point out that the discrepancies between these mean motions and his final
 approximations are insignificant over the time intervals that he uses in this
 chapter.22
 Artemidorus' version of these circumstances seems somewhat confused. He
 begins by setting out some of the elements of Ptolemy's lunar model, specifi-
 cally the Hipparchian period relation (4) initially assumed by Ptolemy, a du-
 bious parameter for longitudinal motion, the maximum lunar equations at
 the epicycle's least and greatest distance from the earth, and Ptolemy's defini-
 tion of the epicycle's apogee. Artemidorus then asserts (?30) that Ptolemy es-
 tablished the period of restitution (apokatastasis) of anomaly through these
 assumptions, and that, although he made a correction to Hipparchus' mean
 motions, he did not use the corrected values in his analyses of eclipse observa-
 tions.23 So, he concludes, the theory in the Almagest will not predict syzygies
 in agreement with fact. Artemidorus thus not only ignores Ptolemy's valid
 statement that it makes no difference which set of mean motions one assumes
 for the computations of Almagest IV, 6, but also misrepresents the reason
 behind Ptolemy's corrected values. As we have seen, Ptolemy corrected the
 mean motions in anomaly and latitude on the basis of his preliminary, simple
 epicyclic model. After he has derived the parameters of his epicycle-and-eccenter
 model in Almagest V, 3-5, he shows at length in V, 10 that the difference be-
 tween this model and the simple epicyclic model is negligible for the analyses
 of eclipse observations in Almagest IV.
 There remain three curious points to be noted in the quotation from Ar-
 temidorus. First, he ascribes to Ptolemy a motion in longitude associated with
 period relation (4); this is discussed below in the note to ?28. Second, he states
 that the armillary sphere that Ptolemy describes in Almagest V, 1 for observing
 22 Almagest [Heiberg], 304-305, [Toomer], 192 with Toomer's note 34.
 23 I am driven to believe, in spite of Artemidorus' vague expression, that in ?31 the "opera-
 tion of the syzygies" refers to the analyses of lunar eclipses in Almagest IV, 6-9, which is the
 only section of Ptolemy's lunar theory where the question of different values for the mean mo-
 tions arises. It is probably just a coincidence that Artemidorus' words resemble the title of Almagest
 VI, 2, where Ptolemy gives instructions for computing dates of syzygies; this chapter makes no
 use of the preliminary values for the mean motions.
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 lunar positions had a diameter less than one foot, a datum not given by Ptolemy
 in the Almagest. Did Artemidorus have more knowledge of Ptolemy's equip-
 ment than we? Considering his early date (before A.D. 213), it is possible that
 he had actually seen Ptolemy's instruments, but it is more likely that he con-
 sulted a lost work of Ptolemy's that gave specific dimensions of a similar ob-
 servational instrument.24 Third, he refers only to the new definition of the
 lunar epicycle's apogee as Ptolemy's innovation, in a way that seems to imply
 that the epicycle-and-eccenter model itself was not original; but since Ar-
 temidorus' accusations in the quotation as a whole are inaccurate, to draw
 historical conclusions from his silence at this point would be hazardous.25
 5. Apollinarius
 Except in citing observations, Ptolemy names no astronomers later than
 Hipparchus in the Almagest. The necessary inference is not that theoretical
 astronomy stood still during the three centuries after Hipparchus, but that
 Ptolemy considered his own theoretical work to owe nothing to the as-
 tronomers of this period. Concerning the theory of the five planets, for ex-
 ample, Ptolemy tells us that Hipparchus went no farther than to compile a
 list of observations and to refute by their means the models of planetary mo-
 tion that prevailed in his time.26 Yet Ptolemy goes on in this passage to men-
 tion certain planetary tables devised by other astronomers based on eccen-
 tric, epicyclic, or epicyclic-eccentric hypotheses, attempts that he dismisses
 as entirely wrong-headed.27 Even Hipparchus' work on lunar theory prob-
 ably did not reach the point where he could publish tables for predicting lunar
 motion, since he was unable to deduce a consistent value for the magnitude
 of the moon's maximum equation of anomaly according to a simple epicyclic
 or eccentric model.28 The lunar tables that seem to have been in almost
 universal use in Ptolemy's own time can be reconstructed from three Greco-
 Egyptian papyri discovered in this century, with some help from the second-
 century astrologer Vettius Valens; they turn out to represent a compromise
 between a simple Babylonian procedure for predicting lunar longitudes on
 successive days, and theoretical elements that must date from after Hipparchus.
 The Babylonian procedure assumes that the moon's longitudinal advance
 on successive days can be represented by a linear "zigzag" function, that is
 an alternation of equal time-intervals in which the function linearly increases
 and decreases between a maximum and minimum value.29 The particular
 zigzag function used for the lunar daily motion has a period of 248/9 days,
 so that the period relation
 (5) 9 anom. m. = 248 days
 24 See the note to ?29.
 25 See however ?67 and note.
 26 Almagest IX, 2 [Heiberg] vol. 2, 210-11, [Toomer], 421-22.
 27 For these "Aeon-tables," see Toomer's note, Almagest [Toomer], 422 note 12.
 28 Almagest IV, 11 [Heiberg], vol. 1, 338-39, [Toomer], 211. See Neugebauer, HAMA, 317-19.
 29 Jones [1983], 2-11.
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 is implicit in the scheme. The upper and lower limits of the lunar daily mo-
 tion are 15? 14' 35" and 11? 6' 35," resulting in a mean motion of 13? 10' 35"
 per day. These parameters, which are sufficient to define the zigzag function
 for daily motion, were transmitted into Greek astronomy as discoveries of
 the "Chaldeans," and period relation (5), at least, was used by Hipparchus
 to supply an index of the moon's anomalistic motion over short intervals.30
 At some uncertain date after Hipparchus, period relation (5) and the con-
 cept of a zigzag function for lunar daily motion fitted to it were made into
 components of the more elaborate scheme for predicting lunar longitudes and
 latitudes that seems to have been popular in Ptolemy's time.31 The equipment
 for this scheme consisted of two tables. The first gave the moon's longitude
 and argument of latitude () and co) at a succession of epoch dates. The in-
 terval between epoch dates was usually 248 days, but eleven such intervals
 were followed by an interval of 303 days, making a larger period of 3031 days.
 Because both 248 days and 3031 days are approximate anomalistic periods
 (3031 days = 110 anom. m.), the consecutive epoch values of X and co increase
 by constant differences; the epochs are in fact dates of the moon's least daily
 motion at apogee. The second table listed increments in X and co over 248
 consecutive days starting with least motion, using two zigzag functions for
 the daily motion in longitude and latitude. The current longitude and argu-
 ment of latitude for any date could thus be obtained by adding two pairs of
 numbers: the values at the preceding epoch date taken from the first table,
 and the subsequent increments from the second.
 In an often discussed passage of his astrological treatise, Vettius Valens tells
 us that he did not have the time to compile lunar and solar tables for himself,
 and so (as the only manuscript of this section reads):
 I decided to use Hipparchus for the sun, and Sudines and Kidynas and Apollonius
 for the moon -and moreover Apollonius for both kinds,32 so long as one uses the
 addition of 80,33 as I choose to do. But though he worked out the tables according
 to the theories of the [astronomical] phenomena, he admits, as being human, to being
 off by one or two degrees; for only with the gods is anything constant and unam-
 biguous.34
 30 Jones [1983], 23-27. It is remarkable that the evidence for Hipparchus' use of a crude 248-
 day anomalistic cycle comes from an observation (quoted in Almagest V, 3 [Heiberg], 363; [Toomer],
 224) dating from 128 B.C., one of the last known observations by Hipparchus, and years later
 than the observations by which he confirmed the accurate period relation (3). This is clearly
 no peche de jeunesse!
 31 Jones [1983], 14-30.
 32 Both kinds" certainly means 'both solar and lunar tables." The notion that Vettius Valens
 is alluding to tables for both solar and lunar eclipses (e.g., Neugebauer, HAMA, 263) comes
 from a misinterpretation of Valens' claim a few lines earlier that he tried to compose a table
 for the sun and moon np6;rd; tx%1sixj8t;" ("to fit the [observed] eclipses," not for [predicting]
 eclipses").
 33 This refers to the Babylonian norm placing the spring equinoctial point at Aries 80 instead
 of Aries 00 (the norm of Hipparchus and Ptolemy). Tables based on the Babylonian norm ought
 (all other things being equal) to give longitudes eight degrees greater than tables based on the
 00 norm.
 34 Vettius Valens IX, 11 [Pingreel, 339 (= [Kroll] 353). Pingree's text (a considerable improve-
 ment on Kroll's) requires further emendation in this passage: 1. 24, do not add ct;; same line,
 read ioX0ooy8C; 1. 25, read 8taq'pstv.
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 Sudines and Kidynas are referred to elsewhere in Greek sources as authori-
 ties on Babylonian astronomy,35 but who is this Apollonius? He has variously
 been identified as the geometer of Perge (known to have studied the geomet-
 rical properties of epicyclic models) or more plausibly as a certain Apollonius
 of Myndos who seems to have written about Babylonian astronomy.36 But
 elsewhere Vettius Valens writes:
 For even Apollinarius, who worked out [tables] in accordance with the phenomena
 using the ancient observations and demonstrations of complicated periodic restitu-
 tions [7] and spheres, and who brought censure upon many, admits to erring by one
 degree or even two.37
 Vettius Valens is certainly quoting the same person in both passages; hence
 I have proposed that at least the second 'Apollonius" in the first passage is
 a scribal error for 'Apollinarius."38 And since Valens seems always to have
 used lunar tables of the type described above, it seems highly probable that
 one redaction of these tables was made by Apollinarius.
 There are in fact several ancient allusions to Apollinarius, testifying to his
 importance as an astronomer.39 The references by Vettius Valens (writing ca.
 A.D. 160) and Galen (late second century) give an upper bound to his date.
 If ours is the Apollinarius who wrote an astrological work cited by Porphyry
 and Paul of Alexandria, his career probably falls in the first or early second
 century of our era.40 Both Paul and Porphyry write that Apollinarius, like
 Ptolemy, used geometrically derived values for the ascensional arcs of the
 equator that rise simultaneously with the zodiacal signs. Porphyry groups
 Apollinarius and Ptolemy together as "moderns" (neoteroi) in this respect, as
 opposed to the "ancients" such as Thrasyllus (died A.D. 36?) and the apocry-
 phal Egyptian Petosiris who used Babylonian-style arithmetical methods to
 obtain the ascensional arcs; and indeed the theorems in spherical geometry
 On Kidynas (or Kedenas), see ?24 and note. References by Greek and Latin authors to
 Kidynas, Sudines, and other Babylonian astronomers are discussed by Neugebauer, HAMA, 610.
 36 Identification as Apollonius of Myndos by Cumont [1910]. Of three ancient references to
 this man, that of the astrological Anonymous of A.D. 379" is the most relevant here: "The Babylo-
 nians and Chaldeans were pretty well the first to discover the knowledge of the [astronomical]
 phenomena, as we learn from our predecessors; for Apollonius of Myndos and Artemidorus
 report thus." (CCAG vol. 5 part 1, 204.)
 37 Vettius Valens VI, 3, [Pingree], 239 (= [Kroll], 250). Pingree's emendation of dvaxaOdp-
 a&(ov ("eclipse emersions," not meaningful in this context) to inoaaatdcwascov ("periodic resti-
 tutions") is attractive.
 38 Jones [1983], 31. Pingree adopts this conjecture, for the second occurrence of "Apollonius"
 only. The garbled list of names of "writers of tables" discovered by E. Maass in Vat. gr. 381 (Maass,
 Aratea, 140, reprinted in Vettius Valens [Pingree], 455) is certainly extracted from a lost manu-
 script of Valens IX, 12, and confirms that Apollinarius' name appeared there, whereas no Apol-
 lonius is cited.
 39 These are collected by Neugebauer, HAMA, 601 note 2. To his list may be added Vettius
 Valens IX, 11 as emended, and Galen's commentary on Hippocrates' Airs, Waters, Places (for
 which see Toomer [1985], 199 and 203-204).
 40 Porphyry, Introduction to Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos (CCAG vol. 5 part 4, 212); Paul [Boer], 1-2.
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 necessary to compute the ascensional arcs correctly first appear in the Spherics
 of Menelaus (ca. A.D. 100).41
 Apollinarius' specific contributions to solar and lunar theory remain un-
 clear. In the second passage quoted above, Vettius Valens says that Apollinarius
 made a highly critical revision of his predecessors' lunar theories and tables,
 based on reports of earlier observations and computations involving periods
 (7) and cinematic models. This account is perfectly consonant with the pas-
 sage that our fragment quotes from an unnamed writing by Apollinarius
 (? ?65-86). This appears to be an excerpt (possibly abridged by our fragment's
 author) from a work that concerned the mean motions of the moon. In it
 Apollinarius first defines the four fundamental periods of the moon's motion
 (the longitudinal revolution, and the anomalistic, draconitic, and synodic
 months) and describes the way in which the moon's anomaly introduces vari-
 ations in the length of the synodic and draconitic months. He then examines
 in some detail how the anomaly interferes with an attempt such as Hipparchus'
 to establish a period of lunar latitude (containing whole numbers of draco-
 nitic and synodic months) from pairs of eclipse observations. The quotation
 ends with Apollinarius' declaration that the ideal conditions for establishing
 such a period cannot occur within a reasonable range of years of observation.
 Unfortunately we are given no hint of what compromises with this unattain-
 able ideal Apollinarius considered acceptable. Nevertheless it is interesting
 to compare Apollinarius' doubts about Hipparchus' confirmation of his latitu-
 dinal period with Ptolemy's subsequent approach to the same problem. We
 know that Ptolemy found fault with Hipparchus' procedure both on the same
 grounds as Apollinarius (because Hipparchus wrongly treated the effect of
 lunar anomaly as negligible) and for a further reason that Apollinarius seems
 not to have considered, that Hipparchus had ignored the varying distance
 of the moon from the earth.42 Ptolemy first attempted to get around these
 difficulties by modifying Hipparchus' procedure with corrections for the moon's
 anomaly and distance.43 He subsequently discovered that his assumptions
 concerning the moon's distance and the apparent sizes of the moon's disc and
 the earth's shadow, taken from Hipparchus, were incorrect; and so in the
 Almagest (IV, 9) he used a pair of eclipses at which the moon's distance was
 predicted by theory to be equal, and made a correction only for anomaly.
 Apollinarius presumably revised the numerical parameters of his solar and
 lunar tables on the basis of his investigation of the periods of mean motion.
 We do not know, however, whether the version of the "248-day" lunar scheme
 represented in the three papyri (our only source of exact parameters used in
 41 In IX, 11 ([Pingreel, 339) Vettius Valens apparently refers to geometrical derivations of the
 rising arcs: "For let us pass over speaking of how great a discrepancy, both geometrical and arith-
 metical, the compilers of schemes of ascensions have wrought . . ." (my rendering of a textually
 dubious passage - Pingree punctuates differently, but it is hard to see what his text would mean).
 In practice Valens always uses quasi-Babylonian arithmetical schemes for the ascensions.
 42 Almagest VI, 9. See the note to ?77.
 43 Ptolemy "published" the mean latitudinal motion resulting from this procedure in his Ca-
 nobic Inscription (A.D. 146/7). For detailed discussion, see Hamilton et al. [1987].
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 the scheme) are the 'Apollinarian" recension.44 With our present knowledge
 we can only list the innovations in the lunar scheme of the papyri (compared
 to the simple Babylonian scheme), which can be attributed to a Hellenistic
 astronomer (or astronomers) who may have been Apollinarius. These inno-
 vations include a fundamental mean lunar motion in longitude of 13;10,34,52?
 per day, and in latitude of 0;52,55,2,45 "steps" (13;13,45,41,15?) per day; an
 anomalistic month of 27;33,16,21 days; an intermediate period relation
 equating 3031 days and 110 anomalistic months; and zigzag functions for lunar
 motion in both longitude and latitude that produce a maximum lunar equa-
 tion of approximately 5 4' 30". 45 A maximum lunar equation of about 50
 looks like a parameter derived from eclipse observations, since this is about
 the maximum equation at conjunctions and oppositions (compare Ptolemy's
 value at syzygy, 5 0 1'), but not at other times; the zigzag function of the Babylo-
 nian scheme has a much greater amplitude, giving a maximum equation of
 about 70 7'. Hipparchus invented the method of extracting the size of the lunar
 epicycle (or equivalently the eccentricity in a simple eccentric model) from
 observations of lunar eclipses, but because of errors he arrived at inconsistent
 and inaccurate results.46 It appears therefore that someone after Hipparchus
 made a new calculation of the dimensions in the lunar model, and that this
 supplied the new amplitude of the zigzag functions in the lunar tables. The
 fact that the argument of latitude is made to vary anomalistically in the tables
 is itself significant; this effect was surely deduced theoretically, from consider-
 ation of the epicyclic or eccentric lunar models, and has no precedent in Babylo-
 nian lunar theory.47 Is the stress that Apollinarius puts on the anomalistic
 component of latitudinal motion in ? ? 79-86 a hint that he introduced this
 44 Vettius Valens never cites data from his tables to more than one sexagesimal place.
 45 All the numbers tabulated in the table of epochs represent true positions, based on the mean
 daily motions given in the text above but incorporating a small correction for the inaccuracy
 of the 3031-day and 248-day anomalistic periods (Van der Waerden [19581, 182); this explains
 the apparently different "mean" motions derivable from the different periods in the epoch table.
 Neugebauer, HAMA, 809, has not realized this fact, nor is my former account (Jones [1983],
 16) satisfactory. For the reconstructed zigzag functions (Jones [1983], 18-19), I would now con-
 jecture the following parameters:
 daily longitudinal motion:
 maximum= 14;38,59,18,40',
 minimum= 11;42,10,25,20?,
 mean = 13;10,34,520;
 daily latitudinal motion:
 maximum = 0;58,48,40,31,40 steps,
 minimum = 0;47,1,24,58,20 steps,
 mean = 0;52,55,2,45 steps.
 These changes do not affect the truncated values in Table 4 (pp. 20-21).
 For completeness it should be remarked that the Sanskrit Paiicasiddh-antika, based ultimately
 on Greek sources through several streams of transmission, reports substantially the same lunar
 scheme as described above, but with variants in the parameters (Jones [1983], 11-14, 23, 33-34).
 The extent to which these variations are due to roundings and other accidental causes is not clear.
 46 Hipparchus' two results, quoted by Ptolemy (Almagest IV, 11), would produce maximum
 equations of about 40 33' and 50 58'.
 47 See ??80 and note.
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 feature in the lunar tables? The mean motions in longitude, latitude, and
 anomaly underlying the scheme of the papyri cannot be derived from the
 Babylonian period relations (1), (2), or (4),48 and so probably point to a post-
 Hipparchian attempt to establish more accurate mean motions, such as Apol-
 linarius appears to have made.
 Thus while it is possible that Apollinarius only tinkered in small ways with
 the structure and parameters of a scheme of lunar tables that was already
 established in his time, what evidence we have is also consistent with the hy-
 pothesis that Apollinarius was responsible for some or all of the major changes
 by which the Babylonian scheme was transformed into the scheme of the
 papyri. At least, whoever made these changes seems to have been doing the
 same kinds of things that we believe Apollinarius did. Either way, Apollinarius'
 lunar tables would have been characterized by a paradoxical combination of
 scrupulously precise numerical parameters and a Babylonian methodology
 of arithmetic functions imperfectly representing the behavior of geometrical
 models.
 As a postscript to this discussion of Apollinarius' contribution to lunar
 theory, it may be mentioned that Achilles, a third-century commentator on
 Aratus, lists Apollinarius along with Hipparchus, Ptolemy, and one Orion
 as having studied solar eclipses "in the seven climata," that is, the intervals
 at which solar eclipses can be seen, and at what terrestrial latitudes.49 But
 of his work on this complicated problem we know no more.
 6. Manuscripts
 Two manuscripts preserve the fragment, but one is merely a copy of the
 other and thus of no value as a witness to the text. The only substantive copy
 is in the parchment codex Par. gr. 2841, which has been described by Omont
 in his inventory of the Parisini graeci and by Ruelle in the CCAG.50 It is a
 palimpsest, of which the original writing (parts of the Septuagint) has been
 dated by C. Ruelle and A. Olivieri to the eleventh century, and less definitely
 by A. Jacob to the tenth or eleventh51; we are concerned only with the later,
 thirteenth-century hand's work.52 The first part of the manuscript, ff. 1-25v,
 contains Aratus' Phaenomena, while the remainder is devoted to an incom-
 48 The mean daily motion in longitude could be a rounding of the value derivable from (1).
 49 Maass, Aratea, 143 note 52, and CAR, 13-14.
 50 Omont, Inventaire vol. 3, 48. CCAG vol. 8 part 2, 25-26.
 51 The rewritten leaves run from f. 17 (not 16 pace Ruelle) to the end of the manuscript (f.
 66). The original writing was minuscule, in two narrow (about 5 cm.) columns of about 26 lines,
 and is mostly illegible. A. Jacob, who first drew attention to the palimpsest (Jacob [1895] 769-70)
 reported that ff. 18 and 25v had been treated with a reagent. I think rather that someone has
 run over these pages with a blue pencil to bring out the impressions of the washed-off writing.
 Jacob also identified the text on f. 25v as the last verses of Job. A. Olivieri ([1898], 8) merely
 alludes to writing in an eleventh-century hand, while Ruelle [1909] also identifies the passage
 from job, in ignorance of Jacob's article. The text legible on f. 18 is Zephaniah 3:14-15.
 52 Dated by Omont, Inventaire vol. 3, 48.
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 plete and disordered copy of the astrological treatise of Hephaestio of
 Thebes.53 Hephaestio's Book 3 begins on f. 26 and ends in mid-sentence in
 the middle of line 11 of f. 32. The writing continues without interruption on
 this line, but with our astronomical fragment; the break is indicated only by
 sense. The fragment stops on f. 34V, line 23, with the remainder of the page
 (i.e. about space for eight lines) left blank. On f. 35 the text of Hephaestio
 begins again, now from the beginning of Book 1, and it continues to the bottom
 of f. 66v, where Book 2 is interrupted, again in mid-sentence. Although the
 present binding makes examination of the manuscript's physical composition
 difficult, breaks between quires can be discerned before ff. 26 and 35; hence
 it is probable that the misordering of Hephaestio's books and the loss of the
 end of Book 2 occurred originally through damage to this manuscript. On
 the other hand, the exemplar from which Par. gr. 2841 was copied must itself
 have been defective, since the specious continuity of the astronomical frag-
 ment with the mutilated Book 3 of Hephaestio points to the loss of some quires
 not noticed by the scribe of Par. gr. 2841. The fragment itself may have been
 preserved on a few stray leaves bound in place of the lost end of the exemplar,
 since it seems too brief to have taken up a whole quire.
 Par. gr. 2415, a sixteenth-century manuscript in a hand identified by Omont
 as that of Nicolas Sophianos, is a copy of the text of Hephaestio in Par. gr.
 2841 (with our fragment following the incomplete Book 3 on ff. 50v-55), as
 was determined by A. Engelbrecht.54 Cumont nevertheless cited its readings
 in his apparatus, and often preferred them to those of Par. gr. 2841, not always
 with reason.
 7. Editorial Conventions
 The present edition of the fragment was prepared from photographs of Par.
 gr. 2841 (A), and subsequently corrected by direct examination of the manu-
 script. Par. gr. 2415 (B) was also collated at that time, but its variant readings
 are cited in the apparatus only when they have been adopted in this edition
 or Cumont's as emendations. I report all emendations adopted by Cumont,
 but not all errors in his text.
 In the translation I have attempted to follow the conventions for rendering
 technical terminology of Toomer's translation of the Almagest55; in partic-
 ular, my explanatory glosses are indicated as such by being enclosed in brackets.
 For ease of reference the fragment has been divided into numbered sentences,
 indicated in the margin of text and translation. The beginning of a new page
 in Par. gr. 2841 is indicated in the text by a vertical bar and in the margin
 by the folio number preceded by the letter A. Pages of the CCAG text are
 similarily indicated by the page number preceded by the letter C in the margin.
 5 See Pingree, Hephaestio vol. 1, xi-xii.
 5 Engelbrecht (1887], 9; cf. Pingree, Hephaestio vol. 1, xii. Descriptions of Par. gr. 2415 in
 Omont, Inventaire vol. 2, 256, and CCAG, vol. 8 part 2, 9.
 5 Almagest [Toomer], 17-24.
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 Tp0OKEI PEVAV XPOVWV, cTr08iEIKVUTC(l UTTO TOU lTTTTpXou i E'. C 126 ?1
 arTro EK?\EI\ECc E1 ETE?pUV O'J0lV EK?\EIYIV &TT0KUT&C5TUC51I
 TOUq IO0Uq PJVaq r EpIE>xouc5a KUYI TYIS TrEp1SpopaJn IS Xa l,c5ac
 ?TrIlcyP&vouac Joipcac TV- L', &KOA060OC,) TcYlc rrp?o TOV
 5 lov au(Uyblqy. r p?VTOI &VTGTTrOOC5I1 TJV ?K?\EfXJV np6 ?2
 TCYq SlcYT&cElq HJOVOV TOU TE XPOVOU KCl T(V KYTY JnKO
 rrplax cpi?a XOUGU TCaq '100TrITaq, OUKE?T arpo TrE IOSC)WV cpalVETal OCWUc cIOfTc~ U I )E, flpOq
 THT 7JEyEOfl KaGi TCY( 6HOIOTflTr Ta)V ETIOKOTfO V. 6S Sn, ?3
 El HJl Tl TT0?UTrpayp0V0ifl TOV 6To EK?E'I\ECA ETF1 EK?\EIYIV
 10 &pIOHov, )\)\ TaOV -o TTrrO &7\n)q OU7Uylaq ?rri TflV 6ooiav,
 EUpOI aV TOV TrT0KaTaCTaTIKOV XPOVOV T(A)V TE JfVAV Kal TO q
 &vwpaXicaq, TO JE'V KOIVOV HJETpOV CAa"V aUT(A)V, It, 0 0uva,yE
 pfVaG p?EV Ova, &VwPaMGaq SE? CYT70Kc(TaC5TaCY5E 00~8, OUKETI
 JEVTOI Kai TfV KaTa TT?&TOc alJrpTTICPEVfV OlrOKaTaCTaGIV.
 15 TV SE TOlaUTfV TTEpiO8ov EUpfo0aiv 'v UTTO Knqva' EyETalG ?4
 TpaiV0VTal ?E 7rro\01 aUTr KEXP.PJEVOI, KaGi 0 nTOEpalO0,
 aC)\c( PETCGa Sl0pO8w)c3EWq). frlf JE'VTOI 0 'ITrTTapXO0, TpOKaT- ?5
 EIl?jpp?EVOU TOU Tflq aVWPO\Ilaq aTTOKO(TaCTcYTIKOU XpoVOU,
 rrcTapaOE,pEvo0 SlaCTa'CYElq PfVCV KaTa TTaVTa EK?\ERIJEI
 20 6Hoclaq KaGl lOcGq Kai' TOI p?yEEOEI KaGl TOI XpOvolq ExoUCac,
 ?v cTq o6S?v Si&cpopov ?yiVETO Trapca TflV vWpaMV\iav, CS al
 TOUTOU Kal Tfq KaTac Tl\cTOc Trapo0ou SEIKVUPE?Vrq Tlq aTTo-
 KaTaCGTaCGEA), ?V PrlOi JEV EUVf, TTXaTIKalW SE TEplO08Ig
 ,E)Ky, TflV TOlaUTflV SGlOTaGIV tE'OETO. KaTaG Sf) TauTflV ?6
 25 P&)\IOTa TflV UTTOOEC1V aGlTE OGE?flVaKai KaGi fl?aKai EK?Ei\?Elq
 1 6rro Heiberg: arro A 11 3 TrEpipopai scripsi: rrEpI0E1Kol0 A: rrTEpi0'oi
 Cumont I SXia 'ca'aq Cumont: 8Xp Eii aq A 11 9 (TTo\uTTpaypov)oilr Cumont (B):
 -Ein A I TOV... &pi0p'ov e TCAV... 6piOpiCv COrr. A 11 12 auTC)V 1K SCYipSi: TT"O T7CV
 ETrTaKalEEKaT0V A: arro TCA)V (j Cumont 11 14 TnqpT(l0Pcvqv) Cumont (B):
 TrrapT- A 11 19 ?K)\E?15El Cumonit (B): EK?EiyiV A 11 21 nTapa Cumont: nEpi A 11
 22 Trap0Sou Cumont: TTEpiO8OU A 11 23 TrEpliSolo e nEploSouq corr. A
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 ? 1 ... the foregoing intervals, a restitution from one eclipse
 always to another similar eclipse is demonstrated by
 Hipparchus, [always] containing the same number of
 months, and [always] taking up the same number of
 [longitudinal] revolutions, 461 1, plus the same number of
 degrees, 3521, in accordance with [the moon's] syzygies
 ?2 with the sun. But the repetition of eclipses turns out to
 preserve equalities only with respect to intervals of time and
 longitudinal revolutions, not with respect to magnitudes
 ?3 and similarities in [the direction otf obscuration. In general,
 however, if one does not concern oneself with the number
 from eclipse to eclipse, but rather the number from simple
 syzygy to the like, one would find the time of restitution in
 months and anomaly by taking their common measure, 1
 which comes to 251 months and 269 restitutions of
 anomaly; but [one would find] that the latitudinal restitution
 ? 4 is no longer completed too. This period is said to have been
 discovered by Kedenas; and many prove to have used it, as
 ?.5 has Ptolemy, albeit with a correction. But already
 Hipparchus, after determining the time of restitution in
 anomaly, had compared intervals of months having [at each
 end] eclipses that were absolutely alike and equal in
 magnitude and duration, and in which there was no
 discrepancy in anomaly, so that the restitution of latitudinal
 motion was thereby demonstrated, in 5458 months and
 5923 latitudinal revolutions; and he published this interval.
 ?6 Lunar and solar eclipses worked out according to this
 hypothesis are indeed found to be in best agreement with the
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 TTp(yPaTEUoPJEVc(1 0UJCAVOI TOIl cGIVOPEVOIq EUpiK0VTU1, A 32v
 JEVOVTAV T(A)V KGT'a TGac EKKEVTpOTfTcq OAp?TAv.
 TTEPIEXEI BE TcAV EUVf HnVcA)V TrEpiOSOc EK?iE'IyElq ?7
 TrTEVTcfVIcaiq JEV pK3, Et flpVlGUf (SE) C)l. TTEVTaKl JE'V
 5 yUp Ta pKP yIVETUI Xi, E?U'KIl SE T'a A)l, S0WPf, 0UVTEOEVTU
 O? Tr01E1 TOUc EUVfl PJVUG TOUg Tfq TrEpIOSOU.
 01 JEV OUV TpOTTOI oTc 01 TrUUI?OTEpOI EXPfl0VTO KGI 6 C 127 ?8
 I PX0rapxoq rGUV T0I0UTOI 'a a a TrEOTTTOE npPO GUTG 0
 flTO?EfPUlOc UCTEpOV f?flOfl0IT I . fTf0l0 iF (8) a V E? KOTTAq ?V ?9
 10 TG7q EI'PflEpVclI &TIT0KGUTUC5TC5EC1 TAV TTEpIOSaFv SIOTI a i
 Tr?\TIKYi TrTOKaTacYTacY0l rTGac)V ?EIOI r?\EiOUc, fJEO' cc TCV
 TTpESpIFcOPCV TC&V HJKIKCV, E?cTTOUc JEV TC&)V TT?UTIKCA)V,
 Tr?Eiouq [PEfioUq1 SE TC&)V &VWPGIA()V cUTlqS. TlT?\Iv SE 'l TC&-V
 &VwpaJGICA)EV TTEpiOSOI EcTTOUc OUcaI TAV TTEpISpoPV
 15 [PEfi0ouq T?E'I?0Uq EiGi TOU TCAV HrVvC5V &pIOPo0. oTov Iv' ETI ?10
 C5yEOTEpOV yEVflTUI TTc(pc3Ei1yPkcTI, f U6TIOOE1q EOTC r 6TO
 TC)V cpXcicG)v rTTpcO\flc o rrpi0t0c Uv ?yOpv iv2v
 EIvcl OKy. GO\?\ EV TOUTOIl TOlK PrJCIV Oki OKy, ai TT?GTIKG'i ?11
 TrEpiOOI EUpIOKOVTGI Opp, ci BE TL.V PJfKIKL.V TTpESpcOPUl
 20 CPU, ai SE Tq &vWPUMiUq cGe, PrJfvEq SE, C.?' EYplTw1, CKy.
 8lov OV ouv OTI U0aC)V JEV ECXI0TOq UpiOepoq O T(A)V PkVJr1v ?12
 U PXXV GKy, TTUGC,)V aE TCA)V TEEpIo&A)v PE?1i(C)V &plepo%o 0 T(A)V
 TT?cTIK(AV UTTYpX(C)V OPP, PES01 OIE O TE TcA)V PnKIKcA)V
 nTEpIpo0PJCAv o0aC,v aGP, KUl 6 Tfc cVWPC caq, EIO1 yap 3OA.
 25 KWi 8flOV OTI 0'?IyLOTEpU JEV Ta 0kPU TGV Op, Ta 8 a?% O ?13
 4 B" addidi 11 5 wr, ,wpr Cumont(B): wi,B&vn A 119 8' add.Heiberg 11 13 pEOioUq
 del. Heiberg 11 15 PE i'ouq del. Heiberg I ?'TI Heiberg: nTTi A 11 16 TTapaxEfy1aTI
 scripsi: TTapa Efypa A: TTr(pdXEIyJcX Cumont (B) 11 20 a?O scripsi: aAE A 11
 21 nTaJCv: TraVT)V Cumont 11 23 o Cumont: o'i'A 11 24 6 Heiberg: a i A I aA3 scripsi:
 a? A 1I 25 a?O scripsi: 0?E A
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 phenomena, given the same theory for the eccentricities.
 ?7 The period of 5458 months contains 122 eclipses at five-
 month intervals, and 808 at six-month intervals; for five
 times 122 is 610, and six times 808 is 4848, and together
 they make the 5458 months of the period.
 ?8S, Such were the methods that the more ancient
 [astronomers] and Hipparchus used; what Ptolemy added to
 ?9') these things, will be stated later. You might reasonably ask
 why, among the foregoing periodic restitutions, the
 restitutions in latitude are more numerous than all the
 others, and after them the longitudinal revolutions, which
 are fewer than the latitudinal ones but more numerous than
 those of [the moon's] anomaly; and again the periods in
 anomaly, though fewer than the [longitudinal] revolutions,
 1.0 are more numerous than the number of months. To make
 this still clearer by an example, let the hypothesis be the
 period adopted by the ancients, which we said was 223
 ? 1 months. In these 223 months the periods in latitude are
 found to be 242, the longitudinal revolutions 241, those of
 `-I2 anomaly 239, and, as was said, the months 223. Hence it is
 evident that the smallest number of all is that of the months,
 being 223, and the greatest number of all the periods is that
 of latitudinal [periods], which is 242, and in between are the
 number of longitudinal revolutions, 241, and that of
 "'I 3 anomaly, namely 239. And obviously 241 is less than 242,
 and 239 less than 241, and the months, 223, are fewer than
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 o6IyG3TEpc( T(AV FOpa, TOUTGV 8E TOa PEV T(AV HnV>)cV OVTC( OKY
 O?IyG3TEpC( 7COVTWV T(V Uplp(2VG . OUTIOV 8? TOUTOU OTI r P?V ?14
 TTNC(TIKq T0oKC(TCGOTc(Olq yIVETC(I 81 ryEpG3)V KA E E?yYIcTC, q
 8E' PVKIK'l 81c KA y', f 8E Tfq &vWIJcO\iacq 816 KA L r c 8? Tno
 5 GUV0'8OU Tfpoc q?\IOV ETTIKaTC'\rnJI(q 81 Ke L' \' ?'yYIQTU. ETTEL ?15
 ycap, )GOTrEp EpOycEV, 6 l\aIUKO'q KUK?\Oc 6 O JUTOq 8UVafJEl E?GTi
 T ) 8i1 IJE?(A)V T(A)V ~(C)8 I()V KU K?\(A), I ?K ETTE\ TO K J ?VO(EVOq 81
 TOU 8'IOU ETTITTE8O0U E?KEIV() GUPJ7UI7TEI, C1)GTTEp 0E OUTO(
 EyKEK?\ITxI nTpOc TOV IGflhJEPIVOV, KC(l EGTIV O(UT(A)V 86UO a?Eic(
 10 TO' IGflnJEpIVC' KOIVcXi TOJOi, OUT(A) KCl 6 Trp GE?\fVfl KUK?\Oc,
 KCeG OU f TTOrpEiC( c(UTfT: yiVETC(l, EyKEK?\ITW TTpOc TOV n'\IcKKOV,
 EKP3\\01JEVOU OUV TTn'0lV TOU GE?\flVlCKOU ?Tn1ln?8o0U, TOIJWl
 , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ I ,w _ , P, _ ,' ,\
 YlVOVTCIl OCP0OTE?pV T(A)V KUKVA)V IFEpi TlVC( GhEilC? 8UO, a
 KUpI(A)c aUT(A)V KEK?rVTcxI GUV8EGp1J0, c?\ c'(p Ou PE'V YpEpETCW
 15 0 GEAr)Vr) lpOc Ta f3OpEIaE ITTEiUEp TaUTa aV(A)TEpC( EOTIV C)
 npob ,u&q 'Avapip&aWv KEK\r)TCl, acp' ou (80) n7pbOc TC VOTIC(
 8&1 TO TaU6e QPIV ElVal TaTTEIVOTTEpc, KUTaUP3I&G3a V. TO 8E' ?16
 O?\OV GEV\lCVIKOV EUTT ITTE0V OU, KUaGlTEp TO flI\IKOV, EThi TaUTO
 E' , NN I ) , % Ip VE1, caU a apUC(pEpETaI TETaY1J?EVA) E?Th TC n7pOfyOUfJEVa
 20 TG3V 8G3)8E\KaTrOJOpi(,)V (c)q 6TTO Kpio6 bTl IXOU'cx flJEpnlIC
 EyYIGTC( \?ETTrTC TpIC(. YpCVE?pOV 8E TOUTO EK T(A)V EK\E'IJEA)V, ?17
 alnTEp lfEpl TOUc GUVBE'?J0U(q TOUTOU( yIVOJEVaI &EL Cpa lVOVTal
 KaTa TOU( E8,l( XpOVOU( ?V TOI( TTpOlyOUHJEVOIc ZybIoi' El C 128
 yap EfJEVE TO GO\ElVIaKOV E?1ilT)EB0V, KUaGarEp TO lI\IaKOV, K'l
 25 o0 GUV8EOGJOI, KUTC T(A)V aUTcAV av TOTT(A)V ai E?KN\E?IJ?E
 E IVOVTO. f HJEV OUV TTN\CTIKf aUT(q KIVqOI( ETTi TOU i8iOU ?18
 UUTfl TOU EyKEKN\IPJEVOU N\afJ[JVETal KUK2\OU, Kal EUpiOKETal
 5 bTlIKaTaW\flC Cumont: ETTIKaTaC\rwJEIc A I )' scripsi: )\' A 1 16 8E" add.
 Cumont I vOTIa corr. e VOTEIa A 11 22 a'l'TEp scripsi: E iTTEp A I (al'VOVTOI Ctiinont
 (B): ypaivETCi A 11 25 av scripsi: &Ei A: av d coili. Heibei-g
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 ? 14 all the other numbers. The reason for this is that the
 latitudinal restitution takes place in approximately 27 5
 days, [the restitution] in longitude in 27 3 days, [the
 restitution] in anomaly in 27 1 days, and the [moon's]
 catching up with the sun after conjunction in approximately
 ? 1.5 292+ 3 days. For since, as we have said, the sun's circle is
 effectively the same as the ecliptic, because when projected
 through its own plane it meets [the ecliptic], and just as [the
 ecliptic] is inclined with respect to the equator, and [the
 ecliptic and equator] have two equinoctial points as
 intersections, so too the moon's circle, along which its
 progress takes place, is inclined with respect to the sun's
 [circle]: therefore if the lunar plane too is projected, the
 intersections of the two circles [i.e. the moon's and the
 ecliptic] are at some two points, which are specially named
 their 'nodes', and the one from which the moon travels
 northward, since this direction is higher with respect to us,
 is named the 'ascending node', while the one from which it
 travels southward, because this direction is lower with
 ?16 respect to us, is named the 'descending' node. The entire
 plane of the moon does not remain stationary like the sun's,
 but shifts uniformly towards the leading parts of the
 zodiacal signs, as from Aries to Pisces, approximately 3
 ? 17 minutes [of arc] each day. This is evident from the eclipses,
 which, taking place near these nodes, are observed at
 sequential times in [progressively] leading signs; for if the
 lunar plane and the nodes stayed still like the solar plane, the
 eclipses would occur always in the same places.
 ?18 Now the [moon's] latitudinal motion is reckoned on
 [the moon's] own inclined circle, and its greatest deviation
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 n kEYI3Tf UUTfq ETI' Tfq EYK\IGE(AXq napcX(&p,ai;q cp9
 EKXTEpCX POIpCpV E? fl BE JfKIKlK C,)q TrpOc TOV 8I& HEG?X)V A 33
 [BicxcppOEI], ouBEHriav yap Iacpopxv aiOernTqv TrOIEI Tr)
 Yu IVOPkEVf JKIK) KIVnlGEI.
 5 (r5Q G OrVn) pcxiVETCxI KeO E?KCXGTOV HJVCX KOi E?\aXI3TCX ?19
 KC I PJEO K I kJEYIGTCX KIVOU PEVf, C X?OT? a U CapxPopEvf
 K' Jf IKp I0CA) Em TOa CUTCX \nryou a. 1I CX(q 8 aITx0q TCXUTC( ?20
 yIVETaI, ?V TOI% 1TEpl T(A)V OVOa)JAIx?V aUTnlc; ?EyETal.
 paIVETal BE' E?K T(A)V TpOEIpnHE'Vc,)V ' rrpoEIp?pEvf avwHaMxa ?21
 10 pQ OUVanOKaKIOTKx?Vf cUTfl Tf JfKIKr KIV'OEI, aE?,
 rr2\EovcxtouGcx poLpCXI (3 KaCi A?ETMTOI pl, CxS( TETflpflTCXI. ?av ?22
 TOIVUV U1lo0ePEea T'V OE?\VrV Err T~q TOU KpioG C'pXqSr KaeO
 ?Vo8 T(A)V OUV8?EO5pA)V, OUVO8OV pJEe flxiOou n?noirpjVnv, KC(I Ta
 ElPXI TX pXOkE?VfV BpopnaTC rOITaO 1, KlVn'GECIX
 15 ylVOJpEVnq PETO(TO(UTO EV HJrHIcxI, XpOVy,r)OO rV Ep I 7ilOuOa
 TOV `IOV aUTflS KUK2COV, TpOTTpOV ' Ti TOV 'Avcx3ip3(&OVTa
 ElQE 81cx TO aXUTOV, -rCxpXPCEpO EVOU TOU ETfIE'80U E11 TO
 flpOnyOUpEVa, yiVEGOCI E?V Ty TOOOUTW XPOVW TrEpl POIpc(;
 IX0uX E-yYIoTa K) L , Ele OUTL rc'dIV Eli TnlV TOU KpioG
 20 &PXfV ENEUUO?ETCXI, KaCi PETO TaCUTa Eli] TIV avc(paxic1iv
 npo\cXP3oucXa Pofpcx,q K CXUOKC7TaCO COETCX 1, TOUTEOGTIV,
 Eli] T(-) CPX?EGaI c1rro TCA)V E?CaTTOVWV BpopnpOcXTCV El5i Tc
 PEOG, KCaGrTEp TrpOTEpOV KIVEIGOOc. ETI 8E TOUTOIS AOIfOV TOV ?23
 flIOV ETIKaTa\aPOUoa, BnXCOVOTI Kam aUTOV ET1KIVflE'VTa,
 25 TnlV HflcVIxicV cXTrOTT?\p)pG3GEI KiVflGIV. E?pflTcxi yOap &c;q ' p?V ?24
 rTT?OTIKr cxOrOKUTUGTcOxG( yiVEToXI BI ?JEpc)V KE' ?E'yYICTCX, r
 1 -uaxprl> ns Cumont (B): uEpiXwprl1E:iq A 11 2 poIpCXv Cumont: pofpcxcq A 11
 3 BiacpopEi seclusi 11 5 rO B" oE\fVn addidi exempli gratia: lacunam ind. Heiberg 11
 7 X{yyouaa Cumont: XEyouaa A 11 12 KO(e Cumont: KCXi A 11 14 6popr)HJaTa Cumont
 (B): BpopnJHCXTo A 11 15 yEvopE'vnlS Cumont (B) I nTEpiouacx Cumont: TTEpIoGaa
 A 11 17 TO scripsi: TOV A 11 25 TrrorrTTrXp6saai Cumont (B)
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 in inclination is 5? in either direction; but the [motion] in
 longitude [is reckoned] as if with reference to the [plane of]
 the ecliptic, since this makes no perceptible difference with
 respect to the apparent longitudinal motion.
 ? 19) The moon is seen to make its least, mean, and greatest
 motion during each month, starting from a different
 [motion] each time, and not reattaining the same [motions]
 ? 20 exactly. The reasons for this are stated in the [section] on [the
 ?21 moon's] anomalies. But from whathas been said above, the
 stated anomaly is evidently not restored at the same time as
 [the moon's] longitudinal motion, but is in excess by 20 46',
 ?22 as has been observed. Now if we suppose that [at a certain
 moment] the moon was [simultaneously] at the beginning of
 Aries and at one of the nodes and making its conjunction
 with the sun and starting its least courses [i.e. moving most
 slowly], and that thereafter a month elapses during which
 there is motion [in the solar and lunar models], the moon in
 its revolution about its own circle will first reach the
 ascending node, because [the node], on account of the
 plane's shifting in the leading direction, is then
 approximately at Pisces 28k?. Then [the moon] will come
 back to the beginning of Aries, and after that it will be
 restored in anomaly, having taken up an additional 2? 46';
 that is, assuming that it started from the least courses
 towards the mean, [it will be restored] to moving as before
 ?23 [i.e. most slowly]. Next after these things, [the moon],
 catching up with the sun (which itself of course will have
 made an additional motion), will complete its monthly
 ? 24 motion. For it was said [above] that the latitudinal
 restitution takes place in approximately 271 days, the
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 SE E'PlKIKfl SIa K y', f SE Tf &vcU?pa i SaI Kt L', r 8E CM
 CaUVOSOU fpOc "lIOV ETIKaT&O\l\y Sia KG L' X' 'EyYIQTa.
 SIoTTEp, q( EI'l'pTaI, XpOVOV TrEplEXOVTa TaC rrpoElp?PEvaC ?25
 auTflc rracXaa aCfoKaT cXTacYElc KOIV(G)c Siacpopoic &piOPoI
 5 EUpOVTEg, TrEplOSOV TOUTOV KEK? KaV, EV f Tr?EIV E v, Ic
 CaV TaXUTEPAV OUC(A)V, (o T(A)V TrXCaTIK(A)V CTrOKaCaGTaCEWV
 ECTIV UpIOPO?, ECaTT()V SE TOUTOU 6 T(A)V 7EpiSpOPV T(V
 PnKIKG3V aUTfl, TOUTOU SE Ta?&Iv E?CaTTOV (Sq aV S6 Tr?EI\OVOq
 YIYVOHEV()V 6 T(A)V &V(WPUaXI(V. E3PTrEptEXOVTaI SE (Sq PEi'OUq C 129 ?26
 10 Urac3)V T(A)V _pOElp?PEVU)V E?CaTTOVI aUT(A)V &pIOP(S oi
 PnvlflCOl XPOVOI.
 YPcPEI SE 3APTE ScUPOq flEpi T(A)V KUTc HTo0EHCaIOV ?27
 Yfl(O(OAPS)V TaUTa. <<T%V c3E?VfVr 0 To0EHaJcoI EV TOic ?UVfI ?28
 HJCfIV UUTOTI'ETaI KaTa TrT\aTOq KUK\OUq SIaVUEIV -)KY KUTc
 15 Ta aUTa TS2 ITrTTprXy, E3 mCJu3aVEIV TE KaTa CfHlKOq JEO'
 O?\OU( KUK?OUc PO'ipaq py PE. al SE KaTa P3aOo0 TT?E-iQTaI
 nTpOCOaOaIpE'Elq, ErTl HEV TOU JEYlVTOU J03(TTJaTOq OVTOc
 T0U KEVTpOU TOU EUTIKUKX\OU, f Siacpopa ylVETaCl OIp(V E a,
 ETI 8E TOU E\aXiQT0UX, O. KaIVOTOEIV SE SOKEI Sia TIV(V ?29
 20 cpaivoHEvcv SC' opyavou TETfpfpEVA)V pnbE TroSialV E'XOVTOq
 TflV S1CqPETpOV, ETr Tfq OEQErlVrq OTI TO CnOyElOV TOU
 3 ciq Cumont (B): 'v A 11 4 KOIVCAq scripsi: Kai r Ev A I Siapopoiq Cumont (B):
 Siacpopav A 11 5 TTEpIOSIKOV Heiberg I TT?EiTwv: -w- incertum A 11 6 6 add. Hei-
 berg 11 7 E CaTT)v Cumont (B): 3XaTTov A 1I 9 ELp77EPlEXOVTCI - xpovo0 scripsi:
 EITTEPIEXOVT SE (q PEI'OUq 1facacq Ta% UpoEl 'JEvacq 3\aTTOVE' auTo% apiOPot
 cx prlviaxf xpovy A: ELpTrEplEXOVTaI SE Elk PE'touq (et inde ut A)
 Cumont 11 12 T(A)V Cumont (B): TOV A 11 14 ,E)Ky Cumont (B): ETTKy A 11 15 LEO3
 6o\ouc Heiberg: PLEOdSou A 11 16 py scripsi: ?y A I TT\E IV3Ta I lpOOcaXypa IpEIcE I
 Cumont(B): TT?\EK3OTa rrpocaeacpalpEcai A 11 17 OVTOq Rome: EVTOR A 11 18 a Rome:
 o A 11 19 XO Cumont (B): X e- A I KaIVoToLPEV Cumont: KEVOTOPEIV A 1 20 post
 cpaivopEvwv add. aCq Rome I TETfPflPEV()V scripsi: TETrlpfKEV A
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 longitudinal [restitution] in 271 days, that in anomaly in 271
 days, and the catching up with the sun after a conjunction in
 approximately 291+ 1 days.
 ?25 Hence, finding as was said, a time encompassing in
 common all the foregoing restitutions of [the moon] in
 different numbers, [the ancient astronomers] called it a
 'period': the number of latitudinal restitutions in it is
 greatest because they are the fastest; less than them is the
 [number] of longitudinal revolutions of [the moon], and still
 less than this is [the number] of anomalistic [restitutions]
 ?26 because they take place in a longer time. The monthly
 intervals, being greater [in length] than all the foregoing
 [kinds of month], are contained [by the period] in a fewer
 number than they are.
 ?27t, Artemidorus writes the following about the compu-
 ?28S, tations according to Ptolemy: 'Ptolemy assumes that the
 moon completes 5923 cycles in latitude in 5458 months, in
 agreement with Hipparchus, and thlat it takes up in addition
 to whole circles 1030 45' in longitude; the maximum
 equations in depth [are as follows]: when the center of the
 epicycle is at the greatest distance, the difference [i.e.
 maximum equation] is 50 1'; when at least distance, 70 39'.
 ?.29 [Ptolemy] seems to innovate on account of certain
 phenomena observed by means of an instrument of less than
 a foot in diameter: for the moon, that the epicycle's apogee
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 ErTIKUK\OU P' TTaVTOTE VEUEI ETT TO KEVTpOV Tfl yqfl, cV\ sul
 TO (TFq> S1 a3JpOTEp()V T(A)V KEVT'(V QrEIoV TO T% V IQV Tr
 PETat U T(A)V KEVTp(V KCTC TC rrEplyEIa TOU EKKEVTpOU CUTfl
 KUK?OU SlaCTaClV UEpIEXOV. Kal Sia TaUTa TqV Tqf avw- ?30
 5 Pa?iaqC afTOKaTac3Tac3lV TTOIElTal. SIOpOOU'PEVOq SE Ta% Trq ?31
 OEXqfVrq KaTC TOV InnapXoV opaXC%aq KIV'QEI, Cq EKEIVOq Tr
 SIa T()V EUVq PqV(.)V UTOt ECEI EKTIOETal, O"J,q EV Tr T(A)V
 COUtUyIl(V TTpayHJaTEi'a aUTr T( Sa T(A)V EUVf PqVC-)V YlVO-
 PEVn KaTa cfPlKOq E4ppJVy 1pOKOr KEXPfTaI. Et OU SfXOV OTI ?32
 10 0 Tfl Y3U&)yiac XpOVOc OU TEplE'El TOV aUTOV TOTTOV TcA) EK A 33v
 Tfl lUVTC'?EU. qUHP4E3fKEV OCUV aUTOV i(cXa PEv aTno- ?33
 SEIKVUVal Si& T()V aUTOU Tqp EV, oTq OUK 3KO?OUOqcEV,
 a?C\?a SE urrOTiG0EGal.>>
 unTO?EiTETaI (5 ) Eli] Tfl; (E?XfVfq 1c n sE,KlKOGTa Eic Ta ?34
 15 TrpolyoU[JEVa EV TOIc nlpOXEipOlc T(V KaTa TqV 2UVTCXIV.
 ExouaI 8' auTakq LCpEFq5 (ai EK) T&V KaVOVWV O'UTWG. ai HEv ?35 ?36
 ?K Tfl lUVTa&E(q, KaO acq EVEIGT' KEI Eic TOV E11I1rfTOUPEVOV
 xpOvov Ta arro Na3ovaa&pou E'Tf rvO, - jioe p v Taupy
 pOipalq I aKpl(3cq, EyEyOVEI B? JEGCGq 0 p TO BE rrapa TflV
 20 EKKEVTpoTrlTa Biacpopov PoIpac a 10. r5E SO GE?sVl 6&pacXU ?37
 HEV KOpTrlr( poIpaIq K( lV' aTEIXE SE TO PEV KEVTpOV TOU
 ETrIKUKOU TOU afTOyElOu TOU EKKEVTpOU PoIpac v vr. axcp' ?38
 OU aKpl(xq alUTO TO KEVTpOV aUTEIXE TOU al-TOyEIOU TOO
 ETIKUK?OU TKS 1Q, 81 &V Kal q SFicYpop EyIVETO JOipaq V.
 25 E% S aKpl3qf auTflT rrapoSoq IKopTriC) poipaiq KG Kf3 C 130 ?39
 SIEIETjKEI SE aKpl(3cxq Kal TOU 3OpEIOU TrEpaTOc OipaCq Kfl k1.
 2 Tq add. Rome I TI Rome: T(A)V A 11 4 TTEPIEXOV Cumont: 1-EPIEXOVTi A 11 5 Taq
 Cumont(B): Ta A 11 12oTqscripsi: axTqA 11 148' addidi: ouv add.Heibergll l6 aOTakXg
 scripsi: auTx, A I al EK addidi 11 18 -vO scripsi: Nvri A 11 19 rrapax Rome:
 rrEpl A 11 23 TOU2 bis A: corr. Cumont 11 26 SIEIOT'KEi Heiberg: BIaCOT'KEI A
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 does not point always to the earth's center, but to that point
 on the [line] between the two centers that has a distance
 [from the earth's center] in the direction of the perigee of the
 [moon's] eccentric circle equal to the [line] between the two
 ?30 centers. By means of these [hypotheses] he makes the
 ?31 restitution of the anomaly. But although he corrected the
 mean motions of the moon according to Hipparchus, which
 [Hipparchus] sets out by the hypothesis of the 5458 month
 [period], nonetheless in the operation of the syzygies he has
 used this very monthly advance in longitude that arises from
 ?32 the 5458 month [period]. It is evident from this that the time
 of syzygy will not encompass the same place as that
 ?33 [derived] from the Syntaxis [i.e. Almagest]. Thus it has
 come about that there are some things that [Ptolemy]
 demonstrates through his own observations, but has not
 followed, assuming other things instead.'
 ?34 There is a shortfall [in longitude] of 17 minutes in the
 direction of the leading parts in the case of the moon in the
 Handy Tables with respect to the [longitudes] in the
 ?35 Syntaxis. The [computations] from the tables, following
 ?36 [those of the Syntaxis] are as follows. Those from the
 Syntaxis, according to which 959 years have been
 completed from Nabonassar to the time in question: the sun
 at Taurus 20 7' in true position, and its mean position was
 [Taurus] 0? 48', and the difference due to eccentricity was
 ?37 1? 19'. The moon was at Scorpio 260 16' in mean motion, and
 the center of [its] epicycle was 50 58' from the eccenter's
 ?38 apogee. Hence the center itself was 3240 16' in true motion
 from the epicycle's apogee, on account of which the
 difference [i.e. equation] was 20 56'. [The moon's] true
 ?39 position was Scorpio 290 12', and it was 280 46' from the
 northern limit in true motion.
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 Wi OE ?K T)V 1HPOXEIPLWV JOXE0 V CXI aUTUXI ylVOVTaI - ?40
 E8,lKOGTOIq yap TO 17ETrIOTOV rTap aUTOU'q TOUR bnI?oyIlO-
 fJEVOUg OIOIGOUGI : - OfJOI(< OE KcI TcUTcX EKTIOETUI. O HE' ?41
 fl10 &T?XE1 TOU XTrOyE?OU Holpaq TKE K, CXTq bn13&?\?i po-ipa
 5 a KcXl EfKKoTTa le KCXl y1VOVTCXI ET'i TO aUTO HOTpcI TKq )\.
 UUTXI BE EKp3El6IGCUI cxTo AIBUp&)WV E HOIp(A)V KCXl ?F'lKOOTCOV ?42
 A KaTcXnfyoulv E`i Taupou HIpcpq 3 KCXl E'flKOGTa e. Trq ?43
 O?E GE??\r1V TO fJEV a&TOyEIOV [OV] TOU EKKEVTpOU KUK?\OU
 aUTEIXE Trq TOU KpioG apXfq poolpUq poo K3, TO BE KEVTpOV
 10 TOU hTTIKUK?\OU TOU cxTOyE1OU TOU EKKEVTpOOU JOIpq v Kp3, TO
 OE KEVTpOOV UUTrq TOU aKp4IOUc c1TOyE1OU TOU b1TTKUK?\OU
 HOIpocq TKY VE. KcXI TCXUTcT 1TpOGETIOEI EJoIpcXq V UCTUTI ?44 ?45
 OE lTpOaTEOEiaEXI TXI- V Kp3 yiVOVTcI Vy Inl, acp V )V
 a(p?i\)EV T' q pOO Kf3, KU' T' q )\OlX7 O?\fl Vg EKP3cX?\ \(&)EV
 15 &no Trq &pXr) TOU KpioG, ?g,OJEV TflV &Kplp3fl Trq GE?flVr'
 bTOX'lV, 2KOpTTIA.) JOIpCXq Kl Vq. BIEVnlVOXEV apCX Tflq ?K Tflc ?46
 YUVTcX,E&Xq EglKOGTOIc lZ, TcXUTc BE yiVETcXI flcpc TfV T&)V
 VUXOfHE,p&V &vwacOlxav [8ic1p6pou].
 rTEpi P?JV OUV T)V E?K TflS 2UVTXEWqA)g cPPVOPE?V)WV Tflq ?47
 20 GEVrnvrq nxpo&xv TCX VuV a&YE I& fTEP'i 8E0 T(A)V ?K T(A)V
 HlpoXyFIpwv Kavovwv \EyEaew ). E Sq XpOVOi pOOI() bTUI TOU ?48
 r9\IOU KXI EVTCU(Oe KEIVTUI, EiKOGCUTEVTXETflpiS(A)V HJ%V
 1Tp(CTOq, 8EUTEpOq OE 6Xf\)\V 'ET )V, TpITOc HJlV(A)V cIyUTTTIcA)V,
 TETapTOq ?npEpfn5lOq opoqoi, qTEplTOq 6 KcUe &)pcxv.
 25 \CXHPVETCI O? &Spa 6fJof&W fJ%V r61 &nd Hqnpfppaq ?49
 2 E'fnKOGTOl ex ?EEIKOCTOl corr. A 11 5 6 COIi. Cumot: 6 A I TK5 Roine:
 TKe A 11 7 ? Rome: TETU'pTwv A: TE-GGCXpWV in mare. A 11 8 Ov del. Roine 11
 13 rTpOoTE6EiGc5I Toomer: UTpOoTI6E_I CaI A 11 17 i Heiberg: ai A(immo Kq!) I nTDp a
 coni. Cumont: nTEpl A 11 18 Sicxp6pou deleui: Si&yopov CUtiion1t 11 20 ayEfoOew
 Toomer: &cpfa%o A: pyaew Cumont (B) II 21 E 8': oi Si? Cumont (B) 11 23 TTp&TOq
 scripsi: TpTATXTa A 11 24 TTE r1TTOy: E A
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 ?40 The [computations] from the Handy Tables are nearly
 the same [for the sun]-for at most they differ by two
 minutes from those computed [above]-and he 1?] sets
 ?41 these out too in the same way. The sun is 3250 20' from the
 apogee; 1? 19' corresponds to this [in the table of solar
 ?42 anomaly], and the sum is 3260 39'. When these are counted
 ?43 off from Gemini 5? 30', they reachTaurus 20 9'. The apogee
 of the moon's eccentric circle was 1740 22' from the
 beginning of Aries, the center of the epicycle was 50 22'
 from the eccenter's apogee, its center was 3230 55' from the
 ?44 epicycle's true apogee. And consequently he [?] added on
 ?4.5 20 56'. These, added to 50 22', make 530 18'; and if we
 subtract 1740 22' from these and count off the remainder,
 2380 56', from the beginning of Aries, we will get the moon's
 ?46) true position, Scorpio 280 56'. It differed therefore by 17
 minutes from the [figure] from the Syntaxis; this happens on
 account of the variation in the solar days [i.e. the equation
 of time].
 ?4'7 Let us dismiss for now the subject of the moon's
 motions as taken from the Syntaxis; and now let us speak of
 ?43 those from theHandy Tables. Five time intervals are laid out
 similarly here as for the sun, first 25-year intervals,
 secondly single years, thirdly Egyptian months, fouithly
 ?4') daily course, fifthly hourly [course]. The hour is taken in the
 same way, as reckoned from noon, but the seasonal hour is
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 cxpIOpOUpJEV, JPETUP\6eJGUa BE fl KaIpIKf EIq T%V 01
 'A?E?cxvBpEfca ic?JEpivnlv, (A)TE ElcxpEpEI f Ynpoopla KaTa
 TaCq &p C. oGcxq yap C&v noirnaq IGrpEpIvxq kpcxq Cxrro ?50
 HEaflppplicq,0aUTcx?IaCayE. ETITC% IKOCanUvT- ETfplpc T'Cx ?51
 5 UTaq KCl TCa a61& ETf KXI TO%V flVC TOV UUTOV qnlyJ Ori TEP
 KCI El-Ti TOU riOU. Eia (OE) Tac iarq>EpIVax 6pc napaat&li ?52
 TIVCX' yE PJflV ?\4OI K0XI rj r5PEipa.
 OU Sa)1-rEp 6 qniO, io a v [aV] ax roy pa pv EXE?I EKa CTy ?53
 XPOVY JOIpWV TE KCXI ?ETTT)V, OUT) KCl XErr' Tfl CYE?\Vrn OI&
 p1 cq iieTEpOOEGE&Aq T&A)V POIpA)V TO JfKOq EUpICKETaCI TO
 aKpI E C, aa?)\& 1rrEfouq [T?] Ei1GI GO\EME TUapaKEipfEvw
 6lpIp)V (TCXl) TE E1KOCcUTTEVTcXETqpICJ Kcl TOI1 cXTT?0^cI ETECYI
 KaI TOIg HJflCIV, OFJOI&)g KcXl TUXIq JE'p?xlq KaI Talq )pcly' oa C 131
 TpLA)V yap GE\i8V [Kai] T(A)V TOUTOIg TTapaKCpIJEVcA)V IJoIp&v
 15 TE KUi 7\?1TT(T)V ynlCpitETaI TO PJflKOq.
 CUHPE'3fKE 8\E Kal cO?rl 1iacpOpa Tq Trq aEr'Vrq ?54
 yrlcpo(popi,a Upo? T V TOU rMioU. ETrr JEV yap TOU rliou ?55
 TrcXVTcX TOUR EUpICKOJEVOUc Tflq OPUcrq KIVfC(ECA)q CplepOU"o
 EiCflyOP?EV El( TOV Tflq Cx vcpUi1q KCVOVCX E1i 8E Tnr CYE\nVfl( A 34
 20 OUKETI lTTCVTcX TOUc FJETa KUK1\OV l KUK1\OU lTTapUO\?EITOP?EVou
 aplepoug Eig TOV Tflc c(VCpJaM1\iCX KaVoVa IacpEpop?EV, a)\a
 PJOVOV ?K )UEIV (A)c Err718EI'OPJEV. EXEI yap OUTTA)g' ETTi TOU nWiOU ?56
 PJfKOc PJOVOV ?91q(pfiOPEV E1m1 8E) Tr; GE?\flVnl5 TpElq dial XcPal
 cl inqplI'P6EVcI Ep?E,Elq KEIHJEVCXI Tq TOU FJflKOUq fl\IOU XP9,.
 25 Kcxi HEV FJPET TqV GEM\i8Uc TOU FJnKOUq TOU f\iOU ECTI ca\Iq ?57
 UTEPIEXOUCc TOUR TOU cxTTOyEIOU Tlq GE?\flVnq cpxpOU%o flTIl
 ?mypo(pqlV EXEI (<cTTOyEIOU EKKEVTpOU>>' TUUTr OE? E'(pErlq
 4 ?TI scripsi: &r1i A I EiKOaC(TTEVTcxETqpiE8aq) Cumont (B): EIKOCI- A 11 6 0?
 addidi 11 8 av deleui: om. Cumont 11 9 OUT&T) Cumont (B): OTGTw) A 11 10 TTpoO0?aE?c5
 scripsi: TTEpiOEaE?cyE A 1l II TE deleui: 0? coni. Cumont 11 12 Tcxic add. Heiberg 11
 14 KCXi deleui 11 19 Eiacxyop?v Cumont 11 26 TOU5 Cuinont (B): cx A
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 converted to the equinoctial hour [for the meridian] through
 Alexandria, so that the computation is different in respect to
 ?50 the hours. For [you] enter as many equinoctial hours as you
 ?51] obtain after noon. You still take the same [number of] 25-
 year intervals and single years and the same month as for the
 ?52i. sun. But because of the equinoctial hours, the day could be
 subject to some shiftings.
 ?5;i ^3 Unlike the sun, which has one thing to record in degrees
 and minutes for each [component ofl time, in the moon's
 case the true longitude is not found by a single addition of
 degrees, but rather there are several columns of numbers
 adjacent to the 25-year intervals and single years and
 months, and likewise to the days and hours; for the
 longitude is computed through three columns of degrees
 and minutes adjacent to these [time intervals].
 ?54 There is another difference between the moon's
 ?554l computation and the sun's. For the sun we entered in the
 table of anomaly all the numbers found for the mean motion;
 but for the moon we do not enter in the table of anomaly all
 the numbers remaining after a circle orcircles [i.e. multiples
 ?5( of 3600], but only in pairs, as we shall show. For it is as
 ?57 /follows. For the sun we computed only the [mean]
 longitude, but for the moon there are three places computed,
 which are situated right next to the place [i.e. column] of the
 sun's longitude. The one after the column of the sun's
 longitude is a column containing the numbers [of degrees]
 of the apogee of the moon, which has the title 'Of the
 eccenter's apogee'; next to this lies the column containing
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 KEITCXI l TTEPIEXOUC50X TOUc TOU PJfKOUq Tfl OGE?\Vfl &plepOUC
 Ga1\I ?U1yEyp Tal 8 <K?VTpOU KTIKUKKOU>>, ?V 8'
 CxVTIypUYOIC OUTGC, EnIyEypE TTTcI, <<P?KOC KEVTpOU
 ETT1KUK;OU>>. TaUTf EE ?p?fl 0E\1c KEiTaI flTOU r3eouq ?58
 5 aUTflc, ETrIypcQ(pfV EXOU0a <<KEVTpOU E E VTIQ>, ?V1
 <<?3aeo KEVTpOU 0E\flVfQ>>. Kal UUTai PEV EIC31V al TpElq XWPUI ?59
 Uq XPf aplOepEV, TOUTECOTI TOUc KUT aUTC% lp0Ouc XJlPI~EIV,
 TOV HE ?AOVTa EUpflV UOO0V KaTa PJKOc f GO\fVf
 KEKIVfTaI. TO yap <<OpEiOV EpEJ?>>, TOUTEOTI TO 1-TXUTO,, TO
 10 EV T(A) EpE9 q OGEXI Ic aVayEypaPP?EVOV, f TO OGEI8IOV TO
 <<AEOVTOq KapEflUC>> E'TTyEypOJPPEVOV, 0 EV TIGIV cxVTIypUYOIC
 ECpE?fl KEiTaI, E?i TO PJKC JUK EGTI Xpfolpa, aS)Ua EI? TfV
 TfC, E?K\E'1YEWL, CA3c ?C, E?pOUpEV. napaKElTal BE% Ta TpIa ?60
 TaUTa GE\I'?Ia, TO TE a7TOyE IOU K'l TO EUIKUKXOU KUl TO TOU
 15 PC'aeoug, Tt7G1 TOIg O6pAOI UpiOoIc, TOUTlOTI Kal TalI
 EiKOC3aTrEVTaETfplpl Kal TOIg 6aTrOI ETE?O1 Kal TOlK 017r07q
 T(G)V TTEVTE XPOV()V.
 fTfca I BE atiOV TTrc)q, TE?33pX(GV 8a1pOP(v ErriVOOUpEvwv ?61
 EV Tf 0E\fVIaKr KIVfGEI, PJfKOUq, f3aeouq, Tr\aTOUC, Prviafa,
 20 TTrOKaTaGcTUc5EwcA () KaTa CGXECIV eELA3pEiTaI TfC flpOg TOV
 fAlIOV 1UOKaTaGTaGECAE), OTaV \ECA3YG1 <<?YlaKOU
 TTEpIEpOP V>> Kal <<V(PUJaIaq &1fTOKaTaGTaGlV>>, TfV TE ?caro
 UVOU Eu fpOc lqAIOV l-TIKaTcXVqJIV>>, TI TOUTG3V TIVI E'papUO'El
 T(A)V TTpOpfeOEVTAV, OTaV 7 6aIV EV Tr flpayPJaTEI?x
 25 WycpoCpopia, (Kal) TI%eVTaI <<PqKOUg>>, <<UVWPUAlUc>>,
 <<lTXaTOUC>>, ?aro6XlQ>>, 1a7\IV Tl TOUTGV TaUTOV EGTI TOI,
 3 KEVTpOU ETrIKUKAOU: KUKAOU ETTIKEVTpOU A: yp(&cpETaI) KEVTpOU ETTIKUK\OU in
 marg.A 1E11 ?rrIyEypaPEVOv Heiberg: croyEypa PPEVov All 13 EpOUPEV Cumont
 (B): EUpOUpEV A I Tpia: y A 11 15 Taic Cumont: TOIc A 11 18 TEGcC'Xpcv: 8 II
 23 Tl: TE Cumont (B) I TIVI scripsi: TlVcx A: Tiva Heiberg 11 25 Kai addidi 11 26 Tl:
 TE Cumont (B)
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 the numbers of the moon's longitude, which is entitled 'Of
 the epicycle's center' (but in some copies it is entitled thus:
 ?58 'Longitude of the epicycle's center'). Next to this lies the
 column of [the moon's] depth, with the title 'Of the moon's
 center' (or in some copies, 'Depth of the moon's center').
 ?59 These are the three places that one should count up, that is,
 one should compute the numbers in them, if one intends to
 find how much the moon has moved in longitude; for the
 'Northern limit', that is the latitude, which is recorded in the
 next column, or the column entitled 'Heart of the lion',
 which lies next in some copies, is not useful for the
 longitude, but rather for the [computation] of eclipses, as we
 ?60 shall explain next. These three columns, those of the apogee
 and the epicycle and the depth, lie next to all the numbers of
 mean motion, that is the 25-year intervals and single years
 and the rest of the five time intervals.
 ?6)1 Given that four different things are contemplated in the
 lunar motion, namely longitude, depth, latitude, and
 monthly restitution (which is reckoned relatively from the
 return to the same position with respect to the sun), it is fair
 to ask how, when people speak of 'revolution of the zodiac'
 and 'restitution of anomaly' and of 'catching up with the sun
 after conjunction'-which of these fits which of the
 [expressions] stated above; and again, when there is a
 computation in the treatise and [the headings] are set down
 'Of longitude', 'Of anomaly', 'Of latitude', and 'Of
 elongation', which of these is the same as [which of] the
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 EippEVOIk. OTI PEV yap TO TrAaTO, TaUTOV TW EV TOI, ?62
 HPOXEIpOI E?IypO(JYPEVy <<3OpEIOU TTpExTOq>>, 8qAOv (ri)
 PEV yap Upoc 3oppav fl VOTOV KaTaf3aGlq q JV&UaaClq
 apOpi[OUGI TO TrAaTOq Trq KIVflGEWL. UJIV BE OTaV EV TOIg ?63
 5 IPOXE?IpOlq al OH lpOpOpIUi yIVWVTaI TOU TE arroyEIOU C 132
 EKKEVTpOU, 0 KUI ErrIypc ?ETcI <<xI BIaKOU XTTOyEIOU
 'E % &~v 6(ZO 'O" E' Z / / \T EKK?VTpOU>>, Km TIrO)v aou o E<rlyp<(pETaI <(K?VTpOU)
 OEflVqf>>, qf CXq TIVE?, <<4aeoq KEVTpOU 0E\fVflc, yEVOITO 8
 av, oTpal, TOUTG3V cpcVEp f GuVWVuPia, EcVTrEp XUTc
 10 a pOpiGWA) EV Kae 'E?KaCGTOV.
 \EyEi E 6 OArro~Aiv&plOq rrEpi aUTLASV OUTLA3q. <<HrV pEv ?64 ?65
 ECTIV 6 XpOVO E?K OUVeETOU KIVflGEW, fIOU KCl GOErVfl.
 17\aTOUq E% aTOKaTaGTaGIq \EyETaI XPOVOC aC OU aV TO ?66
 OEflVIUaKOV TS ICa %JEGLOV Ecpap.0OGaV KEVTpOV Kal TTpE-
 15 EVEXeEV TO0, TOU 7rraTOUC TEpPJaG1V EI? TO TOU Bla PECAv
 ErrIrr?EOV roKaTaOT. ar eou> 8> o TT anoKaTaCTaClq AEyETaUI ?67
 xpovoq aCp ou Cav Tfl TOU a CT'pOc Cxap CiC TO x E OyI EOTaTOV
 Tfl ErrI(XVEI0 ppOc aro TOU U17TOU cxroyEioTUTOU Tfl, EaUTOU
 KIVlGEWC, yEVOPEVOV ETTI TOV CrTOyEIOTaTOV CUTOU UCOlV
 20 aUroKaTaUGTr TOrrOV. kfKOUq BE arOKaTaGTaGIc \yETaI ?68
 XPOVO OrrOTOTV OIOUEflrTOTOUV COGTEpO TO KEVTpOV OppfGCXV
 axrro TIVO ETrrIrrTEEOU TG3V BIC' (Tc5V) TOU ~(,3IaKOU 11O\(AV
 yppOp?EVGV KUK\AV KH TTpEIOBE6UaV TO (YEIaKOV, EI1 TaUTO
 TTG\IV ?r1r OV crOKcTaTr, TOUTO aP OUTTEp fpaTO
 2 r) add. Cumont 11 4 BE coni. Cumont: TE A 11 5 yivcAvTaI Cumoint (B): ylvovTaI
 A 11 6 EKKEVTpOU scripsi: KEVTpOU A 11 7 EKKEVTpOU scripsi: KEVTpOV A I ?TT1-
 ypEcTp?aI Cumont: ErrIyp6CpEi A I KEVTpOU add. Cumoit II 11 IATTo?)\Iv&ploR
 Cumont: arroAiv&pio, A 11 21 OIOUBqTTOTouv Cumont (B): ou8q'7OTOUV A
 6pporlcav Heiberg: opHrlc3avT(oc?) A 11 22 T(A3V add. Heiberg 11 23 ypaypopvE'v
 KUKXAV coni. Heiberg: ypaCoPEvou KUK\OU A I AY8IKOV scripsi: (WX8iov A
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 ?62 stated [expressions]. For it is clear that the latitude is the
 same as what is entitled 'Northern limit' in the Handy
 Tables, because the descent or ascent northward or
 ?63 southward delimits the latitude of the motion. Again, when
 in the Handy Tables there is computation of the eccenter's
 apogee, which is also entitled 'Of the zodiacal apogee of the
 eccenter', and also of another, which is entitled 'Of the
 moon's center' (or as some [copies have it] 'Depth of the
 moon's center'), the synonymity of these should, I think, be
 obvious, at least if we define them individually.
 ?64-5 Apollinarius says the following about them: "'Month"
 is the interval [resulting] from the combined motion of the
 ?66 sun and moon. "Restitution of latitude" is the name of the
 interval from when the lunar center coincides with the
 ecliptic to when it has revolved through the latitudinal limits
 ?67 and is returned to the plane of the ecliptic. "Restitution of
 depth" is the name of the interval in which the exact apogee
 of the surface of the star's [i.e. moon's or planet's] sphere,
 starting from the exact apogee of its own motion, is returned
 ?68 again to its exact apogee. "Restitution of longitude" is the
 name of the period in which the center of any star, having set
 out from some plane of [one ofl the circles drawn through
 the poles of the zodiac [i.e. ecliptic], and having revolved
 around the zodiac, is returned to that same plane from which
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 cppEEGCel. a6\)cq 8E &TToKaTcTTacGIC, PEar )\EyETaI n KIi Pq ?69
 OUTWC, EXOU5Ua.
 OKaTE?lpeqf PEV 8E 0 PJVIUIOq XPo'VOg IKTOc W'%V EK ?70
 KIV GEWC,3 fIOU Kmi GEO? Vfl, *pZaHEvq yCap &rr6 (TFq) TpO%
 5 flIOV GUVO8OU f 0E\fVf KCl TTpEPIOEoucx TOV EaUTfl KUK;OV
 E?TI;\aPUVEI TOGc5UTfTV 7EpIYEpEEIcV OGflV 0 Q\ic EV TC
 PETTaUU EXpl Tfl ErTIKaTclyE(,3 KEKIVfTcI XpOVy. [Cxq 8E
 aa7Tfp OaxIaTa KU p?yIGTa KIVEITaI.] Tfl B? avc a)faq ?71
 ITIOV ?GTI T O Paeoq. OUKOUV TOU PkVI IOU XPOVOU KaTaUflp- ?72
 10 eEVTOq &VayKf JfKOg TE Kal Paeoq KaTElr1Peal. Ta 68 ?73
 (qTOU'PEVa EGTI Paeouq TTEpiO08O, TrAaTOUq TTEpio80, 1n KOUq
 rrEpiOBOc, PkVG3V 17-AQOU ?TEpiOBOC. TOU Paeouq kEpfp TO ?74
 CrrOOyEIOV KaI TO rrpOCayE1OV KmI TO PEGO0V. f GElVf arTo TOU ?75
 P?EOU UUTrq UTTOGTfpaTOq Em- Ta UpOGyE1a XApoO
 15 TOUVTEUOEV ?E ErTi TO kEG?OV aVaTPEXOU0a aOTrTflTpa, TOV
 pfVIaiOV XPOVOV OGOV Ep ?UUTf kJ XIO TaXXOV TOV flIOV
 rrEpIKUTcO\cJPU3VOUGUa 81Ca TO TW PEGy5 kfKEI UTpOcTIeEvaI-
 rrpOC3TI1OeEi E TA P)KE1 TOUTO, KCI T() TaTEI rpOGTi0qG1-
 TOU'JaEV E T0 JEOU 'ETrh TO a1rrOyEIOV KI ao TOU
 20 a rrOyE IOU ErrI TO PEaOOV CpEpOPEV, a UtE I TOV pJVIa i ov Xpovov,
 3pClIOV TOV 'q'IOV TTEpIKaTCOaAXX VOuGa, TG) E% YO) Kal TO C 133
 rrT\aTO, E10I0UGa (Kai TO P1KOC) [GUVaUuE1 TOV pJvIaiov A34v
 XpOVOV]. EZIG07TO 8 av ?E UrrTOGTfGailJEea T%V CPOpaV TOU ?76
 rr\C'XTOUC E?i (Yaov) CxpOlepov POIpWV Ty PIKEI, E'y E% TZ.
 1 % scripsi: i] A 11 4 Tq add. Cumont 11 7 TTJg- KIVEITai deleui 11 12 TOU P&eOUq
 bisA:corr.Cumont(B) 1113 &TTOyEIoV scripsi: UTTOyEiovAll 14C UTn- scripsi: CrTTr
 TOU A:delendumconi.Cumontll 18 rrpOc3TIOeEc3a Cumont: rrpOJTEeEiJc* A I TOUTO
 scripsi: TOUTwOV A: TO oaov coni. Heiberg ll 22 Kal TO PkKOq addidi I auvacuZi...
 Xpovov deleui 11 24 'Y'aov addidi
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 ?69 it began revolving. Besides, a restitution is called [either]
 "mean"~ or not [mean].
 ?70 'Now the length of a month has been determined as
 being a composite of the motion of the sun and moon; for the
 moon, after starting from its conjunction with the sun and
 revolving around its own circle, takes up additionally as
 much arc as the sun has traversed during the intervening
 >7 1 time until the catching up. The reason for the variation [in
 S`2 its length] is the depth. If therefore the length of the month
 has been determined, both [the motions in] longitude and
 ?,3 depth necessarily must have been determined. What one is
 looking for is a period of depth, a period of latitude, a period
 ? 7 `54 of longitude, and a period of a number of months. The parts
 of the depth are the "apogee" and the "perigee" and the
 i?75 "middle". When the moon moves from its middle distance
 towards the perigee, and from there ascends to the middle
 distance, it diminishes the length of the month on its own
 account by catching up with the sun more quickly because
 it adds on to the mean [motion in] longitude (when it adds
 this to the [motion in] longitude, it adds also to the [motion
 in] latitude); contrariwise, as it moves from the middle to the
 apogee and from the apogee to the middle, it increases the
 length of the month by the same amount by catching up with
 the sun more slowly; and it diminishes the [motions in]
 ? 76 latitude and longitude by an equal amount. It would be
 equal, [that is], if we established the motion in latitude for
 the same number of degrees as in longitude, namely 360.
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 T(A)V8E yEvo VO)VW, 81cXpopav yiVETaT (CO) XI(v0 v ?v OV aXicXTy ?77
 8laaTnPJaTI TOV EK\OyI3O'OV T7OIOUPEVWV, cO\Cac KCaI EV PEf1ovi.
 0?EV 8EflGEl T'V T7Epi TOV fl?\IOV KCI TfV GO?nvnV yIVOPvv ?78
 iaxpopaV Tnlg aUtXlGE(Ax T)V ifV)V n KCl P?EIWGECX
 5 EK?oyIGcqEaVouc 8lcUGTEi\aI.
 <(OETI PEV 0OV (O5UTaTT r npO Ta T TpO6yEla KI CTTOyEia ?79
 lTapX(A)Xpn(31( TWV KUKXWV, TTEpl 0?% TC% PE?YOTCX K'l ?aX&XOTU
 8popnrpaTa Tflc GE?\lV, KCl TO 7XC'XTOc TflV I8IaV
 aTOXcyapaVEl PE?GOV anTo yap TOU C'eou( TO TTrTOg aU?ETaI
 10 Ka'l PElOUTaI. Xa8aoui01 8O? SOVTO, TC P?Ea KIVOUPEVnlg TAjg ?80
 GEO?lVnlc, cPEi(AITOV TE KCXI aCTpOOeETOV TOT 7TaTOg E?Tvai.
 EUpfTaO8?ETr7EPiTc%ECaXi'TC(KCii PEYiTaCgKIVlGEIcTr7Ei'GT ?81
 rrpOGEaIe yIVOP'EVf fl a(alpEolG, (OTTE 81C(pOpCXV TIVC KCl
 TOU 7lX&TOc TTEpi TO Tfl~ GE flVnlc TrpOGyE IOv f &TrOyEIOV ETval
 15 (KaTe yap TO TTpOGyEIOTaTOV PEpOg n Kal aITOyEIOTaTOV, TO
 oia O v 'l'oTaTal TrT\aTo,). a"Xr (lPv) yap q KaTa TO ?82
 aTrOyEIOV, "Afl 8EO f KaTa TO TrpOGyEloTaTOV TOU 65paxou
 7X&aTOUg yiVETaCl GX(EGI. KCI OU P0OVOV 8E T7EpI TO CT7OyEi- ?83
 OTaTOV n TrpOc3yEloTaTOV TOUTO yIVETaI, aCC KaTa T7aC
 20 iEpOc TOU PCaeouc TO 7XaTOc E'Vc\CaaC3ETal, AGTE KCI KCTa
 TfV nVECfTV aTOGTaC1V TnlS GEOflV TUy)(avOuGfl a?Af p?V
 1 TCA)WVE yEVOPEvAVWV 8lcxpopav scripsi: S?E yap yEvoPE?vou 8l&popov Al yiVETaI
 scripsi: yvflTai A: yEVvoIToconi.CumontI ou add. Cumont 112 EK?\Oy Ic O%v Cumont
 (B): ?KXOyiopCov A I ?v Cumont: ? A I piERIovi Cumont (B): piECI(wvi A 11 3 Tn%V
 GEO?lVflV ylvop?vv Cumont: r c3EoflVf ylvop?vn A 1 5 ?KXOyloaxpvoue Cumont
 (B): ?KXoyI0aCyPvou A 11 1 T1 vTavI scripsi: 'i'va A: post 'i'va lacunam ind. Heiberg II
 12 EuprlTaI Heiberg: EUpOITE A 11 13 biacpopaCv TIva Kal scripsi: bia(popa yiVETal
 A 11 14 TrEpi scripsi: Trape A I TflV aE:lvflv Cumont (B COIT.) I xTToyEiov scripsi:
 Torr6yEiov A 11 16 p%v add. Cumont 11 17 an ao7yEIOTaTOV? 11 18 8? Cuinont (B):
 oE A 11 20 vc\axCaXGGETal Cumont (B): EvcO\aC3ETai A 11 21 aTTOGTaCGIV scnipsi:
 anroKaTaCTaCaiV A
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 ?77 This being so, a difference arises not only when we are
 making the selection [of eclipses] at an extremely short
 ?78 interval, but also at a greater [interval]. Hence it will be
 necessary to define the difference, whether increase or
 decrease, in [the length of] the months that occurs because
 of the sun and the moon, when one has made the selection.
 ?79 'Now the relative motion of the circles [i.e. the eccenter
 and epicycle] is most pronounced at the perigee and apogee,
 while it is near the moon's greatest and least courses that the
 [motion in] latitude assumes its own mean; for the [motion
 in] latitude increases and decreases in consequence of the
 ?80 depth. The Chaldeans, however, believed that, with the
 moon moving at its middle [distances], the latitude is not
 ? 81 subject to increase or decrease. But the greatest increment
 or decrement has been found to occur near the least and
 greatest motions, so that there is some difference [from
 mean motion] in the [motion in] latitude too about the
 moon' s perigee or apogee (for the mean [motion in] latitude
 ?8,2 is in effect at the exact perigee or apogee). This is because
 the situation of the mean [motion in] latitude at the apogee
 ?83 is different from its situation at the exact perigee. And not
 only does this occur at the exact apogee or exact perigee, but
 the [motion in] latitude changes at every part of the [motion
 in] depth, so that also when the moon is at its mean distance,
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 yIVETTaCI GXEGI TOU TTMXTOUcg KaTcUaIVOU`Gfl TC;) 3caOEI, ai?\?\f
 8E avaca4ivouon,. OU Ff aa?\c% KC0 KCe E?KaW3TOV cSi 8ov ?84
 ?VcO?ay6 TIS GEcpE1Ta1 TOU TCaTouy, vcxaaxooopEvou
 cO\?\oTE u TOU 0&Gouc np6c TO\cATOy [pivov 8 'v] ?85
 5 Ha\IOTa 8 a\V TO 7TCXTOg KaTUXn(POE if EIUEp ETh T(A)V aUT(A)V
 x?E(EA)WV TUXOVT()V KCI T)V aUUTA)V OU POVOV (Y8IWV aa Ka%
 FOIP(A)V fl\IOU Kai GE?'\JVn f l TnpflGEK yiVOVTaI. TOUTO 8 ?86
 EGTIV a8UVaTOV 81c TO EV iUPI&Giv ET(A)V TTCVU TTO?\?IWc E?IKOc(
 yEVEcOGaI TO TOIOUTOV.>>
 10 TOUT(A)V OU T(A 8E?E1YPJEV(A)V ?TriGTlGOV V ( TO P?EV <<(PlKOQ>> ?87
 TrapIc3TrQI1V r tYI8UaK% Tr7EPISPOF KCl TO En1ypa(pO?JEVOV
 <<KEVTpOU Ef1KUK\OU>> GOiEiOV, Silo Kal Err1ypa(pOUGI TIVElJ
 aUTO <OPJKOc KE'VTpOU ?TU1KUKOU>>. TO SEi eaOo5 ?V PE%V Tr ?88
 TrpaCYPaTEIC ?cVC << UiaQl>> ETTEypcJyEV [O yiJVETa1 OTaCV arro
 15 PEyIQTOU KlIVnlpaTO( Erri E J1yPITOV KiVfJlCa 7rapayCvElTal], ?EV 8?
 TOIc FlpoX?ipoic ErTEypaPJYE 0KE/VTpOU G?)\c?. TO SE 7rXaTOg C 134 ?89
 TO ?TOU P3OpEiOU r7EpaTOQ>> nPflUJIVEI ETriYpaCJPPa rl 80 <orrX7p>>
 TnlV arro auv68ou TTpoe fl?\IOV TrKaTT1 fl\4IV, OQOV Tr'X?El Kae
 EKaUTOV XPOVOV.
 20 TaUTa P?\V OUV TrEpi TClS 6voJPalaGa arralTEl TflV aC6rO ?90
 IcTOpiaV. PE:Ie? 8? TOUC; TflC Trpa)ypaTEIaC a(p?VTac ClpOouc, ?91
 rrEpl TCA)V EV TOIE; FlpoXE'IpoIC; EyCA)PEV KaVO3IV.
 4 piovov 8' av deleui 11 5 8 av del. Cumont I ?rri Heiberg: EirTEYiv A 11 8 &U8vaToOv
 Cumont: 8 8uvaTov A 11 12 KEVTpOU scripsi: KEVTpOV A 11 14 o - rrapayEvnTTal
 deleui (ad alium locum perditum pertinere uidetur) I aTrro pFJyEYGTOU KlV?PaTOc
 scripsi: 7ri EpEYiy3TOU KlVnPUaTOC A: del. Cumont 11 20 r aXnE%g IcTopia coni.
 Cumont
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 the situation of the [motion in] latitude is different when [the
 moon] is descending in depth from when it is ascending.
 ?84 But moreover in each zodiacal sign some variation is seen
 in the [motion in] latitude, as the [motion in] depth varies
 differently at all times with respect to the [motion in]
 ?85 latitude. The [motion in] latitude would bestbe determined
 if the observations occur when the sun and moon are at the
 same situations and not merely in the same signs, but even
 ?86 [the same] degrees. But this is impossible because such a
 thing probably takes place [only] in many tens of thousands
 of years.'
 ?c7 Now that these things have been shown, know that the
 zodiacal revolution furnishes the 'Longitude' [in the
 Almagest] and the column entitled 'Center of the epicycle'
 [in the Handy Tables], hence some give it the heading
 ?88 'Longitude of the center of the epicycle'. [Ptolemy] gave
 the depth the title 'Of anomaly' in the treatise, but in the
 ?89 Handy Tables he gave it the title 'Of the moon's center'. The
 title 'Of the northern limit' indicates the [motion in]
 latitude, and 'Elongation' [indicates] how far away at each
 time is the catching up with the sun after conjunction.
 ?()9 These things concerning the nomenclature call for a
 ?91. true account. We shall dismiss the [subject ofl the numbers
 in the treatise, and speak [now] of those in the Hanidy Tables.
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 References to the Almagest are by book and chapter (e.g., IV, 6), with page
 references to the first volume of Heiberg's edition (e.g., Heiberg, 302) and to
 Toomer's translation (e.g., Toomer, 191).
 ?1. In the lost part preceding the extant fragment, our author had already
 written about the tables for the sun's motion in Ptolemy's Handy Tables (cf.
 ??47-60). His next topic (we may conjecture) was to explain the lunar tables
 in the same work. The plan, so far as one can discern it through the muddle
 of digressions, seems to have been, first to say something about the theoret-
 ical derivation of the tables, then to describe how to use them. At the point
 where our fragment commences, he seems to have progressed from the lunar
 mean motion table in the Handy Tables, by way of the corresponding table
 in the Almagest which was its source, to the period relations from which
 Ptolemy initially derived his lunar mean motions (see Chapter I, section 3d).
 ??1-5 is a close (if disordered) paraphrase of Ptolemy's chapter on the lunar
 periods, Almagest IV, 2.1 The 223-month eclipse period of the "even more an-
 cient" astronomers (1) has already been mentioned (cf. ?10); now our author
 turns to Hipparchus' period of 4267 months (3).
 -"in accordance with [the moon's] syzygies with the sun": that is, the excess
 of 35221 over 4611 revolutions in period relation (3) was calculated by Hip-
 parchus on the basis of his already established solar theory, since the period
 was bounded by oppositions (i.e., lunar eclipses). The 710 shortfall from
 an integer number of revolutions seems in fact to have been a rounding of
 a more exact figure, probably 70 46', to the nearest quarter of a zodiacal
 sign.2
 ?2. Hipparchus' 4267-month eclipse period (3) brings the moon from near
 one node to an almost diametrically opposite point near the other; hence if
 the moon is eclipsed from its north side at the period's beginning, it will be
 eclipsed from the south at the end, and vice versa. Since moreover the moon
 is not at the same distance from the nodes at each eclipse, the eclipse dura-
 tions and magnitudes will be different. For this reason, the 4267-month period
 was suitable for establishing the length of the anomalistic month, but not the
 draconitic month, which Hipparchus derived from period relation (4).
 1 ?1 = Heiberg, 271 lines 15-19; ?2 = Heiberg, 272 lines 6-10; ?3 = Heiberg, 271 line 20-272
 line 6; ?5 = Heiberg, 272 lines 12-20. Translation of the entire passage: Toomer, 176.
 2 Cf. Neugebauer, HAMA, 312, where, however, the assertion that our fragment ascribes a
 shortfall of 80 to Hipparchus derives from a typographical error in the CCAG edition. See also
 Toomer's note, 176 note 10.
 46
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 ?4. "Kedenas" is in all probability to be equated with a Kidinnu whose name
 figures in the colophons of some Seleucid cuneiform tablets from Babylon.3
 These texts, all of them lunar ephemerides, do not inform us of what his con-
 tributions were, nor indeed when he lived. In Greek sources, however, he is
 credited with three specific elements: the 251-month lunar anomalistic period
 (2) in our fragment, a maximum elongation of Mercury from the sun of 22?
 in Pliny's Natural History (II 6,39), and tables for computing lunar longitudes
 in Vettius Valens' astrological Anthologies (IX, 11). Neugebauer doubts whether
 the parameter for Mercury had an authentic Babylonian origin, but the lunar
 tables do seem to have descended (with some Greek modification) from a
 Babylonian scheme based on the approximate equation,
 (5) 9 anom. m. = 248 days.4
 It is possible that the various Greek testimonia on Kedenas derived from a
 single Hellenistic source transmitting Babylonian data, perhaps the authority
 on the "Chaldeans" from which Geminus (Isagoge chapter 18) cites Babylo-
 nian lunar parameters connected with relation (5). This transmission cannot
 be later than Hipparchus, i.e., the middle of the second century B.C., since
 he knew (5).5 Van der Waerden has attempted to recover details of this source,
 on the assumption that all ancient astronomical and astrological references
 to "Chaldeans" descend from it.6
 " many prove to have used it": Beyond this assertion, we have no informa-
 tion about what astronomers, other than Hipparchus and Ptolemy, used the
 251-month anomalistic period (2). For Ptolemy's correction, see Chapter I,
 section 4.
 ?6. This sentence surely does not mean to say that the value for the mean
 motion in latitude derived from (4) is more satisfactory than Ptolemy's slightly
 corrected value. Our author may, however, have been misled by Artemidorus
 into believing that Ptolemy's correction was a consequence of his modifica-
 tion of the lunar model (cf.?29, and Chapter I, section 4); or he may merely
 be comparing (4) with the inferior relation (1).
 ?7. This passage and related texts concerning eclipse intervals were discussed
 by Rome in his first article on the fragment.7 Lunar eclipses, as was already
 known to the Babylonian astronomers, occur only at intervals of five or six
 synodic months, or sums of the two. Our author seems to believe, incorrectly,
 that a lunar eclipse will take place every five or six months when the sun is
 nearest a lunar node at conjunction, an assumption that leads to the figures
 in the text. The sun passes through one or the other node 930 times in 5458
 synodic months (i.e., 5923 - 5458 times for each node); hence if f and s are
 3 Neugebauer, HAMA, 611-12.
 4 Jones [1983], especially 14-33. See also Chapter I, section 5.
 5 Jones [1983], 23-27.
 6 Van der Waerden [1972].
 7 Rome [1931,1]. Also Neugebauer, HAMA, 321-22.
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 the numbers of five-month and six-month intervals between ecliptic opposi-
 tions during 5458 months, then
 f + s = 930,
 5f + 6s = 5458,
 so that f = 122 and s = 808.
 This passage is not the only evidence for use of the 5458-month period as
 a recurring cycle of lunar eclipse possibilities. Plutarch (De facie in orbe lunae
 20, 933E) mentions that intervals of 465 synodic months contain 404 six-month
 eclipse intervals and 61 five-month intervals; these are simply the figures in
 our fragment divided by two. It is possible that this application of period re-
 lation (4) goes back to Hipparchus, who is known to have studied eclipse in-
 tervals for both solar and lunar eclipses.8
 ?8. "what Ptolemy added . will be stated later": apparently in the passage
 beginning at ?27.
 ?11. Three times in ??11-13 Cumont retains the manuscript's wrong figure
 235 for the number of anomalistic months, which is certainly just a scribe's
 persistent misreading of the correct figure 239 (cf. Almagest IV, 2, Heiberg,
 270; Toomer, 175).
 ?14. Manuscript A gives the length of the synodic month as 291 + 1j days
 here, but 291 + 1 in ?24. The first figure approximates no attested or plaus-
 ible value for the length of the month. Ptolemy's value, a parameter trans-
 mitted through Hipparchus from Babylonian astronomy, is 29;31,50,8,20 days
 in sexagesimal notation; rounded to one sexagesimal place, this becomes 29;32
 (i.e. 291 + 1i). Since the two sentences must originally have given the same
 numbers, I have emended ?14 to agree with ?24.
 ?15. "to us": i.e., to observers in the northern hemisphere.
 ?17. "leading signs": a standard expression meaning signs leading in the order
 of their rising; hence, with lower longitudes.
 ?18. "latitudinal motion": i.e., argument of latitude.
 - Ptolemy does indeed always treat lunar longitudes as if the moon traveled
 in the plane of the ecliptic, ignoring the very slight longitudinal deviations
 (never more than 6 minutes) that result from disregarding the inclination of
 the moon's plane. This simplification is mentioned in Almagest IV, 6 (Heiberg,
 302; Toomer, 191), and justified geometrically in VI, 7 (Heiberg, 503-506:
 Toomer, 296-98).
 ?20. "the [section] on [the moon's] anomalies": It is not clear whether our
 author is referring to relevant parts of the Almagest (e.g., IV 5-6) or to a lost
 part of his own commentary in which the geometrical model of the lunar mo-
 tion was discussed.
 8 Neugebauer, HAMA, 321-22.
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 ?21. "but is in excess by 2? 46"': i.e., the mean longitudinal motion in one
 anomalistic month is said to be 3620 46'. This is inaccurate. From relation
 (3), for example, one obtains a motion of about 363? 4' per anomalistic month.
 Our author has evidently multiplied a crude mean daily motion of 13? 10'
 (instead of 13? 10' 34'. . . ) by a rough value for the length of the anomalistic
 month, say 27 2 + 1j days, rounding the result to the nearest minute.
 ?22. For the purposes of illustration, it is assumed that the moon, sun, and
 a node all coincide at Aries 00, and that the moon is at apogee (i.e., its least
 apparent speed). The order in which the moon afterward reattains the node,
 Aries 0?, its apogee, and the sun obviously is a consequence of the relative
 values of the four lunar mean motions (in latitude, longitude, anomaly, and
 elongation from the mean sun). The node will be at about Pisces 28? 34' when
 the moon reaches it again at the end of one draconitic month.
 The hypothetical situation used here resembles one that Ptolemy uses in
 Almagest V, 2 (Heiberg, 357-60; Toomer, 221-22) to illustrate his eccentric-
 epicyclic lunar model.
 ?25. "period": Our fragment gives "iip;060o" instead of the Almagest's "iFplO-
 6uc0;," i.e., "periodic" (Heiberg, 270 line 10). This may be the commentator's
 slip. Cumont (following Heiberg) emends it as a copyist's error, but has not
 noticed that the gender of the following relative pronoun must then be changed.
 ?27. For general discussion of the quotation from Artemidorus, see Chapter
 I, section 4.
 ?28. The 5458-month latitudinal period (4) does not contain even nearly an
 integer number of anomalistic months, so that the moon's longitudinal mo-
 tion during this period is not constant. It therefore makes no sense to assign
 to this period an excess in longitudinal motion over whole revolutions, nor
 does Ptolemy do so in the Almagest. If Artemidorus' figure is to have any
 meaning, it must refer to mean motion; but the reading in manuscript A, 33?45',
 cannot be correct. Using Ptolemy's value for the mean motion in longitude
 (13;10,34,58, . .. . per day), one would find that the moon travels approxi-
 mately 5899 3600 + 1020 42' 22" in 5458 mean synodic months of 29;31,50,8,20
 days. A more plausible emendation of Artemidorus' number, 103? 45', follows
 from assuming a rounded value, 130 10' 35" for the mean daily motion:
 13;10,350/d . 29;31,50,8,20d = 389;6,23,43,58, . . . 0/syn. m.
 389;6,23,430/syn. m.
 389;6,23,430 . 5458 syn. m. = 5899 3600 + 103;45,25,340
 5899 3600 + 103;450
 It is hard to see, however, why Artemidorus would choose to misrepresent
 Ptolemy's mean motions in this way.
 The manuscript has 50 0' for the maximum equation at the moon's greatest
 distance, but Rome's correction to 50 1' seems necessary (cf. for example
 Almagest V, 7, Heiberg, 384; Toomer, 235). Ptolemy's theoretical maximum
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 equation at least distance (Almagest V, 3, Heiberg, 362-65; Toomer, 223-25) is
 7 3 (= 70 40'), but the greatest value derivable from his table (V, 8) is 70 39'.
 ?29. The instrument mentioned here is presumably the astrolabon or armil-
 lary sphere described in Almagest V, 1 (Heiberg, 351-54; Toomer, 217-19),
 where Ptolemy does not specify its dimensions. Ptolemy is, however, known
 to have written a work specifically devoted to the description of a more
 elaborate armillary sphere (with nine rings instead of the astrolabon's seven)
 called the meteoroskopeion.9 From a quotation by Pappus we learn that
 Ptolemy specified that the largest ring of this instrument was to be "not less
 than twelve digits," i.e., 3 foot.10 Artemidorus may therefore have trans-
 ferred this dimension to the simpler instrument of the Almagest, and
 reasonably interpreted "not less than" as "not much more than." Alternatively,
 he could have had some other source of information about the instrument,
 or even (considering his early date) seen it himself.
 It is not clear whether Artemidorus mentions the smallness of the instru-
 ment in order to cast doubt on its accuracy. In fact Ptolemy refined his lunar
 model on the basis of observations by Hipparchus as well as his own, and
 the nature of Hipparchus' instruments is open to conjecture.
 ? 33. This sentence may be our author's summing up of Artemidorus' argu-
 ment. For my belief that what follows (??34ff) is not by Artemidorus, see
 Chapter I, section 2.
 ?34. Ptolemy's Almagest and Handy Tables use different epochs from which
 their mean motions are counted, the era Nabonassar (1 Nabonassar, Thoth
 1 = 26 February, 747 B.C.) and the era Philip (1 Philip, Thoth 1 = 12 November,
 324 B.C.); in both sets of tables times are reckoned from noon. However, the
 intervals between consecutive noons, that is between successive meridian
 crossings of the sun, are not always exactly 24 equinoctial hours, because the
 sun's actual anomalistic motion along the ecliptic during the elapsed day is
 not constant, and because the ecliptic itself is inclined with respect to the uni-
 formly revolving celestial equator. The correction that must be made to a
 given time in order to convert it to mean nychthemera (i.e., days of exactly
 24 equinoctial hours) reckoned from the epoch date is called the "equation
 of time," and is a periodic function dependent on the sun's longitude at both
 the given date and the epoch date.11 The equation of time is never greater
 than about 32 minutes, which is however enough to make a perceptible differ-
 ence in the longitudes of the quickly moving moon. In converting his mean
 motion tables from the Almagest's epoch to the Handy Tables', Ptolemy com-
 pensated for this effect, so that if lunar longitudes are computed for the same
 date by the two sets of tables without correcting the given date for the equa-
 tion of time in each case, the results will differ by roughly 17 minutes (some
 9 Rome [1927].
 10 Rome, CA vol. 1, 6
 1 Neugebauer, HAMA, 61-68, 984-86.
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 variation is caused by the moon's anomaly and by rounding errors). Our au-
 thor, in ?46, correctly ascribes the discrepancy to the equation of time ("the
 variation in the solar days") but without further elaboration. The correct ex-
 planation is also given at somewhat greater length by Theon in his Greater
 Commentary to the Handy Tables.12
 ?36. The date of the example is given in the manuscript as 958 years elapsed
 since 1 Nabonassar (i.e., 959 Nabonassar), while the month, day, and hour
 are not given. Rome has, however, shown that the mean motions cited in the
 text pertain to 960 Nabonassar (= 536 Philip), Payni 28/29 at midnight13;
 the years since epoch should therefore have been given as 959, for which 958
 could be the author's or a copyist's mistake. I have given the author the ben-
 efit of the doubt, and emended the text. Perhaps the details of the day and
 time were omitted because the same date had been used earlier in the lost
 part of the commentary. The verbs in the third person in ?40 and ?44 (if they
 are not textual corruptions) might suggest that the author is writing down
 his teacher's oral working out of the problem or copying from a written source
 (Artemidorus?); alternatively, they may merely mean "Ptolemy," referring to
 his general rules for using his tables. In any case, only a few intermediate stages
 of the computations are given in the text. A complete recomputation is given
 below (for notations, see Chapter I, section 3f).14
 FROM THE ALMAGEST, FOR 96O NABONASSAR, PAYNI 28/29, MIDNIGHT:
 Mean Motions
 sun:X moon:X ao
 810 y 163; 4,12 37;24, 7 222;10,57 217;37,22 234;19,55
 144 y 324;49,25 270;38,57 175;29,57 174;41,19 305;39,32
 5 y 358;47, 4 286;53,51 83;35,37 23;33,56 288; 6,47
 270 d 266; 7,17 317;37,24 287;32,43 331;55,29 51;30, 6
 27 d 26;36,44 355;45,44 352;45,16 357;11,33 329; 9, 1
 12 h 0;29,34 6;35,17 6;31,57 6;36,53 6; 5,43
 epoch 330;5 41;22 268;49 354;15 70;37
 30;49? 236;170 316;550 25;52? 205;280
 (text) (30;480) (236;16? ) (omitted) (omitted) (205;290)
 N.B. The text in fact gives, not , but 2f (= 50;58?).
 12 Theon, GC 192.
 13 Rome [1931,2]. Neugebauer, HAMA, 949, mistakenly asserts that the solar longitude was
 computed for 958 Nabonassar, Payni 28 (= 25 April, A.D. 211). The longitudes are of course
 nearly the same for the same day in both years.
 14 For the Handy Tables I have used the manuscript Vat. gr. 1291. Rome ([1931,2], 109-12)
 gives the results but not all details of these computations; his value for the argument of latitude
 from the Almagest is too great by one degree. Three corrections have to be made to the numbers
 transmitted in manuscript A of our fragment, all in the computation according to the Handy
 Tables: 10 19' for 10 9' as the sun's equation, 3260 39' as the sun's true longitude, and Gemini
 50 30' for 50 4' as the sun's apogee. Other errors in the CCAG text, corrected by Rome, turn
 out to be Cumont's misreadings.
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 Calculation of True Positions
 sun: elongation from apogee = 30;48? - 65;30? = 325;18?
 equation corresponding to 325;18? = 1;18,24? (text: 1;19?)
 true longitude = Taurus 0;48? + 1;19?
 = Taurus 2;7? (text: Taurus 2;7?)
 moon: cl(50;580) = 7;22,44
 c4(50;58?) = 0;9,19
 a = 316;55 + 7;23? = 324;18?
 c2(324;18') = 2;42,45
 c3(324;18') = 1;22,21
 c = 2;42,45? + C3*C4 = 2;55,32? (text: 2;56?)
 X = Scorpio 26;16? + 2;56?
 = Scorpio 29;12? (text: Scorpio 29;12?)
 co = 25;52? + 2;56? = 28;48? (text: 28;460)
 FROM THE HANDY TABLES, FOR 536 PHILIP, PAYNI 28/29, MIDNIGHT:
 Mean Motions
 sun: X moon: 2fj-X 2i a
 526 Philip 34;32 222;11 284;26 222;37
 10 y 357;34 218;39 72;27 167;11
 Payni 266; 7 145;23 103; 0 287;33
 28th day 26;37 302;32 298;18 352;45
 12 h 0;30 5;36 12;11 6;32
 325;200 174;210 50;220 316;380
 (text) (325;200) (174;220) (50;22? ) (omitted)
 Calculation of True Positions
 sun: equation corresponding to 325;20? = 1;18,20? (text: 1;19?)
 elongation from apogee = 325;20? + 1;19?
 = 326;39? (text: 326;39?)
 true longitude = 326;39? + Gemini 5;30?
 = Taurus 2;9? (text: Taurus 2;9?)
 moon: cl(50;220) = 7;17,56
 c4(50;22?) = 0;9
 a = 316;38 + 7;18? = 323;56? (text: 323;55?)
 c2(323;55?) = 2;44
 c3(323;55?) = 1;23
 c = 2;56,27? (text: 2;56?)
 X = 2;56? + 50;22? - 174;22?
 = Scorpio 28;56? (text: Scorpio 28;56?)
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 N.B. For clarity the notations Cl, C2, C3, C4 here refer to the same functions
 as for the Almagest, although they are tabulated in the order cl, C4, C2, C3
 in the Handy Tables.
 ?40. The stated maximum difference of 2 minutes refers, of course, only to
 the solar longitudes. Neugebauer faults our author for ascribing the discrepancy
 in the solar longitudes to the equation of time (it results in fact from rounding
 errors); it seems to me that the text makes no such claim.15
 ?42. Manuscript A gives the difference as 217 minutes, but the first digit is
 probably a dittography of the end of the preceding word. The difference in
 the author's example is of course only 16 minutes.
 ?49. The time of day for which an astronomical computation was to be made
 would normally have been given in seasonal hours of day or night (equal to
 one twelfth of the interval between sunrise and sunset, or between sunset and
 sunrise). Ptolemy's mean motion tables, however, use uniform equinoctial
 hours counted from noon at the meridian of Alexandria. To obtain the most
 accurate results one must therefore convert a given time to seasonal hours,
 and then adjust it for the difference in longitude between one's location and
 Alexandria, and for the equation of time (see the note to ?34 above). But the
 conversion of seasonal to equinoctial hours requires knowledge of the sun's
 current longitude in the first place. In his introduction to the Handy Tables
 Ptolemy therefore says to compute a first approximation of solar longitudes
 using the seasonal hours, counted from the preceding noon, and not even cor-
 rected for the difference in longitude from Alexandria.16 When computing
 final results, especially for the moon's position, one must take all the correc-
 tions into account or perceptible errors may result. Both the correction for
 longitude and (in rare instances) the equation of time can cause the date en-
 tered in the tables to be the day before or after the current day at the ob-
 server's location.
 ?55. In the extant fragment our author never gets around to explaining the
 use of the lunar anomaly table in the Handy Tables; perhaps he was turning
 to this topic at the point where the text is cut off in ?93.
 ?56. The passage beginning at this point is the earliest evidence after Ptolemy's
 own introduction for the arrangement of tables in early copies of the Handy
 Tables. The prevailing opinion of historians has for some time been that the
 version of the Handy Tables presented in surviving manuscripts is a fourth-
 century revision by Theon. A. Tihon has shown, however, that there is no
 evidence anywhere in Theon's voluminous commentaries on Ptolemy that sup-
 ports the hypothesis of a "Theonine recension."'17 The testimony of our frag-
 ment, although it describes only a small part of the Handy Tables (the solar
 and lunar mean motion tables), yields interesting new information pertinent
 to the textual history of the Handy Tables. It not only shows that there existed
 15 Neugebauer, HAMA, 949.
 16 Ptolemy, OAO, 160-61.
 17 Tihon [1985]. Doubts were already raised by Neugebauer, HAMA, 968.
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 significant variants in the arrangement of the tables in copies of the Handy
 Tables already in the third century, but one minor divergence between copies
 described in the fragment actually survives in the manuscript tradition of the
 tables. This gives reason to doubt whether this tradition can descend from
 an archetype much later than Ptolemy himself.
 In our manuscripts of the Handy Tables the mean motion tables for the
 sun and moon are combined, so that the single column for the sun's mean
 motion is followed by four columns for the moon's mean motions.18 The
 anomaly tables are similarly unified. This arrangement has the obvious ad-
 vantages of saving space and the user's time. Ptolemy's own introduction to
 the Handy Tables does not make it clear whether he combined either the mean
 motion or the anomaly tables. Theon writes that there were copies of the tables
 in which the anomaly tables were separate, as in the Almagest, as well as copies
 with the unified anomaly table; but he does not seem to have found the mean
 motion tables in any other form than the one we possess.19 The author of
 our fragment seems to have known only the combined format of the mean
 motion tables. He even mentions (?59) certain copies in which at least one
 more column, the precessional motion of the reference star Regulus ("the heart
 of the Lion"), followed the column for the moon's northern limit; in our
 manuscripts this column is given alongside the planetary mean motions, with
 which it is more closely associated in application. Obviously such variations
 were dictated by the dimensions of the copyist's pages, and how reluctant he
 was to waste space. In this connection it is worth noting that papyrus frag-
 ments of astronomical tables in codex format, dating as early as the second
 century, have been discovered20; if the Handy Tables were published in roll
 format, there would have been no physical limit to the number of parallel
 columns, although a table combining (say) the mean motions of all the heavenly
 bodies would have been inconvenient to use.
 Our author gives two forms for the titles of three of the four columns of
 lunar mean motions (see also the note to ?61 below). The longer forms, in
 which the words itKo; ("longitude"), Da'Oo; ("'depth"), and kat'ro; ("latitude")
 are added at the beginning, occur in one of our oldest copies of the Handy
 Tables, the ninth-century Leid. B.PRG. 78 (ff. 91-93v).21 In the contemporary
 Vat. gr. 1291 (ff. 38-40v) the titles have the short forms. Since 1aOo; is not
 a Ptolemaic term (he would have written avco4akXia), the additional words
 probably are early glosses.
 ?59. The column for Regulus surely followed in these copies the column for
 the moon's northern limit, which could hardly have been omitted. Regulus
 has nothing to do with eclipses, but serves as a reference star for the preces-
 18 Until all manuscripts of the Handy Tables have been examined, such generalizations as this
 must be considered tentative.
 19 Theon, PC, 222-23.
 20 Neugebauer [1958] and HAMA, 1056.
 21 There are trivial errors in the column headings in this manuscript, but these have no bearing
 on my argument.
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 sional motion of the fixed stars and the planet's apogees. The discussion of
 eclipses must have followed well after the end of our fragment.
 ?61. In the lunar mean motion table of the Almagest (IV, 4) Ptolemy tabu-
 lates the increments of the four lunar mean motions "of longitude" (X), "of
 anomaly" (a), "of latitude" (co), and "of elongation" (fj), which have an ob-
 vious significance in a pre-Ptolemaic simple epicyclic lunar model (see Chapter
 I, section 3c) as well as in Ptolemy's eccenter-and-epicycle model (sections 3e-
 f). The periods of these mean motions are of course the longitudinal revolu-
 tion (idrevolution of the zodiac"), anomalistic month ("restitution of anomaly"),
 draconitic month, and synodic month ("catching up with the sun after con-
 junction"). In the Handy Tables Ptolemy tabulates 2ij-X (with the heading "of
 the eccenter's apogee") instead of X, and 2fj (headed "of the epicycle's center,"
 i.e., reckoned from the apogee of the eccenter) instead of il. These quantities
 have a direct geometrical significance only in Ptolemy's model. He moreover
 retains a (headed "of the moon's center"), but instead of co he now gives co-a
 (headed "of the northern limit")
 Our author does not succeed in answering his own question about the rela-
 tionship between these various mean motions, beyond saying that they should
 be obvious. Nor does his appeal to the authority of Apollinarius in ??64ff
 help much, since Apollinarius could not possibly foresee Ptolemy's model,
 and writes (so far as we can tell) in terms of a simple epicyclic (or possibly
 a simple eccentric) lunar model.
 - From this point our author starts calling the Almagest the pragmateia ("the
 treatise") instead of its actual title Syntaxis, i.e., "Compilation." Ptolemy refers
 to the Almagest as pragmateia in its very last sentence (XIII, 11, Heiberg II
 608, Toomer 647): "So at this point our present treatise can be terminated
 at an appropriate place and at the right length."
 ?64. On Apollinarius, the author of the following quotation, see Chapter I,
 section 5. Throughout the quotation Apollinarius signifies by the terms iio;
 ("longitude") and rka',to; ("latitude") the moon's motion or position in longi-
 tude and (argument of) latitude (i.e., X and co in the notations defined in Chapter
 I, section 3f); rkad,to; never means what we usually call latitude, the actual
 deviation of the moon from the ecliptic. The term 160o; ("depth") refers to
 the anomalistic component of the moon's motion; it seems to have alluded
 originally to the moon's moving nearer to and farther from the earth, although
 Apollinarius is concerned mostly with the way that the anomaly interferes
 with the longitudinal and latitudinal motions.
 ?67. This definition of the "restitution of depth" (i.e., period of anomaly) seems
 to fit an epicycle-and-eccenter model, such as one might expect for one of
 the five planets, but not for the moon before Ptolemy. The "star's sphere" cor-
 responds to the epicycle, and since the epicycle's motion itself has an apogee,
 it must be borne on an eccenter. Presumably (but this is not quite clear as
 Apollinarius expresses it) the "restitution of depth" must simultaneously bring
 the planet back to the epicycle's apogee and the epicycle back to the eccenter's
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 apogee from these initial positions. Apollinarius may be quoting a general
 definition of "restitution of depth," originally expressed in terms of eccenter-
 and-epicycle models for the five planets; but it is also barely conceivable that
 Apollinarius contemplated such a model for the moon.22 Be that as it may,
 Apollinarius' intricate discussion of the interrelation of the lunar motions and
 their periods seems to allow for only a single component of lunar anomaly
 (though see the note to ?84 below), and only a single anomaly was accounted
 for in the Apollinarian lunar tables (see Chapter I, section 5). For clarity we
 shall assume in the following notes that Apollinarius employed a simple epicy-
 clic model for the moon. In fact there is nothing in the quotation that estab-
 lishes whether he preferred an epicyclic model or the geometrically equiva-
 lent eccentric model. We know from Ptolemy that Hipparchus had worked
 with both kinds of model at various times (Almagest IV, 11, Heiberg, 338:
 Toomer, 211), and this ambivalence may have persisted up to Ptolemy's time.
 ?70. At the end of this sentence there follows an interpolated title, "On how
 a planet makes its least and greatest motion." This undoubtedly was a reader's
 addition, and stood in the margin of an ancestor of manuscript A.
 ?74. Apollinarius uses the terms "apogee" and "perigee" (ip6aioE10V, not the
 normal Ptolemaic term irspiysiov) to signify the sections of the epicycle about
 the points farthest from and nearest to the earth. For these points themselves
 he uses superlatives, which I translate as "exact apogee" and "exact perigee."
 ? 75. More simply put, the moon's motion (whether with respect to the ecliptic,
 the sun, or the nodes) is fastest at perigee and slowest at apogee. Since the
 moon takes longer than exactly one anomalistic month to repeat a conjunc-
 tion or opposition with the sun, this excess of time over one anomalistic month
 obviously is inversely dependent on the moon's speed at the beginning or end
 of the interval in question. The same phenomenon may be considered in an-
 other way: at a fixed time shortly after an anomalistic month has elapsed,
 the moon's progress in longitude and in argument of latitude since the begin-
 ning of the anomalistic month will be greatest if the anomalistic month begins
 and ends with the moon at perigee, and least if the moon begins and ends
 at apogee.
 In manuscript A the last phrase of this sentence reads, "and it simultane-
 ously increases the length of the month while diminishing the [motion in]
 latitude by an equal amount." This is clearly nonsense, since an increase in
 time cannot be equal to a decrease in latitudinal motion, which is an arc.
 The parallel clause a few lines above equates the increases in latitudinal and
 longitudinal motion during the faster part of the anomalistic month; here we
 expect a corresponding statement, that the decreases in these motions in the
 slower part are equal. The words referring to the motion in longitude must
 22 Ptolemy (Almagest IV, 5, Heiberg, 294: Toomer, 180-81) falls just short of saying that no
 one before him tried to account for a second component of lunar anomaly. He does clearly state
 that he was the first to discover just how the second component depended on the moon's elonga-
 tion from the sun.
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 have dropped out, and a phrase from earlier in the sentence has been unintel-
 ligently copied in their place.
 ?76. In the pre-Ptolemaic tables for lunar motion (see Chapter I, section 5)
 the argument of latitude was measured in 15? units called DaOoioi ("'steps").
 The anomalistic component of the argument of latitude, in such units, will
 of course be one fifteenth of what it would be if it were expressed in degrees
 (as in Ptolemy's tables).
 ?77. The remainder of the quotation from Apollinarius (has a connecting pas-
 sage dropped out somewhere?) concerns specifically the difficulty of estab-
 lishing a period relation for the moon's latitudinal motion (i.e., an equation
 between whole numbers of draconitic and synodic months) by comparison
 of observed lunar eclipses. The procedure that Apollinarius evidently has in
 mind was used by Hipparchus to confirm the Babylonian period relation (4):
 5458 syn. m. = 5923 drac. m.
 According to Ptolemy (Almagest IV, 2, Heiberg, 272: Toomer, 176), Hipparchus
 found a pair of lunar eclipses that were observed to be identical in duration
 and magnitude, and occurring at times when the moon's true longitude (X)
 nearly coincided with its mean longitude (i.e., the longitude of the center of
 its epicycle, 1). Ptolemy later (Almagest VI, 9, Heiberg, 525-27: Toomer, 309-
 10) gives a more detailed criticism, in the course of which he identifies the
 two eclipses. The first was an eclipse observed in Babylon at midnight, March
 8/9, 720 B.C. (the observation is quoted earlier in the Almagest, IV, 6, Heiberg,
 303: Toomer, 191-92). The situation of the moon at the time of this eclipse,
 based on a simple epicyclic model and Ptolemy's mean motions, is shown in
 Figure 5.
 northern
 limit
 earth
 Aries 0?
 apog-ee
 Figure 5. Configuration of lunar model at eclipse of March 8/9, 720 B.C.
 Parameters according to the Almagest:
 a = 12? 24' c = X-X = o>-& = -59'
 = 164? 45' x = 1630 46'
 ci. = 280? 34' co = 2790 35'
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 Hipparchus himself observed his second eclipse at Rhodes, about two hours
 before midnight on 27 January, 141 B.C. (details quoted in Almagest VI, 5,
 Heiberg, 477-78: Toomer, 284). The configuration of the lunar model is shown
 in Figure 6.
 According to Ptolemy (VI, 9), Hipparchus assumed that since the two eclipses
 were reported to have had identical durations and magnitudes (1 equinoctial
 hour and 3 digits from the south) the moon must therefore have been at ex-
 actly the same distance from the ascending node at both eclipses. The numbers
 of draconitic and synodic months most nearly corresponding to the interval
 between the eclipses could be derived from period relations such as (5) that
 Hipparchus already knew were roughly correct. Taking the moon to have been
 at its exact apogee and perigee at the two eclipses, Hipparchus could conclude
 that exactly a whole number of mean draconitic months had elapsed in the
 interval, as well as exactly a whole number of true synodic months. A very
 small correction (less than half an hour) would account for the difference be-
 tween the interval and a whole number of mean synodic months that results
 from the different solar anomalies at the two dates; no correction for the lunar
 anomaly would have been necessary because of the moon's special situations
 at apogee and perigee. The result was therefore an empirical relation between
 mean synodic and draconitic months by which Hipparchus could check the
 accuracy of relation (5).
 In the same passage (VI, 9), Ptolemy exposes two defects in Hipparchus'
 argument. Since the moon is at its greatest distance from the earth in the first
 eclipse, and at its least distance in the second, the size of the earth's shadow
 will have been distinctly greater at the first than at the second, so that to be
 t h e r~~~~~~~~norhr
 Anies0 O-- a --th
 Aries 00~ ~~~~~prie
 \ ~~moon, z
 - apogee
 Figure 6. Configuration of lunar model at eclipse of January 27/28, 141 B.C.
 Parameters according to the Almagest:
 d = 178? 46' c = X-X = o-&= -8'
 = 125? 16' X = 125? 8'
 ci. = 280? 36' co = 2800 28'
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 eclipsed by the same amount the moon must have been farther from the node
 in the first eclipse. Contrariwise, the moon was not exactly at apogee or perigee
 during the eclipses; at the first, the mean longitude of the moon was about
 a degree nearer the node than the true, while at the second the mean moon
 was about eight minutes nearer the node than the true. As Ptolemy points
 out, these two effects tend almost to cancel each other, although he can only
 conjecture that Hipparchus might have been conscious of the fact. Apollinarius'
 discussion is devoted entirely to the second effect.
 ?79. The sense of ??79-82 is that the parts of the anomalistic month when
 the moon passes through the apogee and perigee are the times when the moon's
 true rate of motion is most different from its mean motion. Obviously this
 is true whether the positions are reckoned from Aries 00 (i.e., the "motion
 in longitude") or from the northern limit (i.e., the "motion in latitude"). A
 slight deviation of the moon from the exact apogee or perigee will therefore
 bring about a greater variation in the moon's longitude or argument of lati-
 tude (with respect to their mean values) than an equal deviation elsewhere
 in the moon's revolution.
 ?80. Apollinarius seems to mean that the "Chaldeans" (i.e., Babylonian as-
 tronomers) did not incorporate an anomalistic fluctuation in the moon's latitu-
 dinal motion. From what we know of Babylonian lunar theory, this claim
 appears to be correct.
 ?82. This is not clear. Perhaps Apollinarius actually wrote, "This is because
 the situation of the mean [motion in] latitude at the apogee is different from
 its situation at the exact apogee."
 ?83. Apollinarius might have it in mind that the interval of 7160 synodic
 months between Hipparchus' two eclipses is almost exactly half an anomalistic
 month over a whole number of anomalistic months, so that if it begins when
 the moon is at apogee, it will end when the moon is at perigee. If the same
 interval is taken starting when the moon is near mean distance and moving
 toward the earth ("descending in depth"), it will end with the moon near mean
 distance but now moving away from the earth ("ascending"). These situations
 produce the maximum difference between the true and mean positions in lon-
 gitude (and latitude), with the moon lagging behind its mean position in the
 first case, and leading it in the second.
 ?84. The reference to zodiacal signs is a bit unexpected. There is no compo-
 nent in the Hipparchian lunar theory (or Ptolemy's for that matter) that de-
 pends on absolute longitude. Probably Apollinarius means only that the ef-
 fect of the anomaly on the latitudinal motion is constantly changing as the
 moon progresses from sign to sign.
 ?85. In selecting eclipses to test a period of latitudinal motion it would obvi-
 ously be convenient to have not only the moon in the same configuration at
 both times, but also the sun, so that the interval between the eclipses will be
 exactly a whole number of mean synodic months. This would require eclipses
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 occurring at the same longitudes. As we have seen above (note to ?77), how-
 ever, a difference in solar anomaly between the two eclipses can easily be
 accounted for by introducing a small correction in the number of synodic
 months in the interval.23
 ?88. In the middle of this sentence (just before "but in the Handy Tables")
 manuscript A has the interpolated phrase, "which occurs when it [i.e., the moon]
 goes from greatest motion to greatest motion." This makes no sense in the
 present context; it may have been mistakenly inserted by a copyist from a
 marginal note whose original purpose is no longer recoverable.
 23 This is in contrast to Hipparchus' method of determining a period of anomalistic motion
 from two pairs of eclipse observations (Toomer [19801), where the need to have exactly equal
 intervals between each pair compelled him to find an eclipse period containing nearly a whole
 number of solar years.
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